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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A problem of great interest and importance in underwater acoustic

signal detection is the coherent combination of the outputs of widely

spaced -'ceivers to form a very large array. The description "widely

spaced" means that the receivers are separated by distances much larger

than both the acoustic wavelength of interest, and the correlation dis-

tance of the random fluctuations in the medium. The implication is that

the signals received by the individual sensors are stochastically

independent, so that totally new methods of array processing are re-

qufred.

There are two aspects of this problem, which involve entirely

aapzrate methods of investigatlua. The first in pre-detection coher-

ent combination, by which the receivers use a priori information about

the state of the medium to search coherently for a signal source; the

objective i: to improve signal detectability, and performance is quanti-

tativeiy measured by the array gain. Iine second aspect is post-

detection coherent combination, in which the receivers independently de-

tect a signal source, measure the signal phase in real time, and then

form a coherently focused array by correctly hiase shifting the signals.

This is essentially a problem in signal processing. The former aspect,

however, is primarily a problem in underwater acoustic wave propagation

in a random medium, and requires a complete analysis of the space and

time varyIng charate'i.,tics of the ocean environment. This is the

problem to' which this research has been devoted, and which is the

1
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subject of this dissertation.

1.1 TIHE PROBLEM OF COHERING WIDELY SPACED RECEIVWERS

SIi As an acoustic propagation medium, the ocean presents many diffi-

cult problems to signal reception. The speed of sound underwater varies

in space and time, and these fluctuations are both random and determin-

istic. Deterministic spatial variations include a gradual change in

the. sound speed with depth, causing refraction of acoustic rays and a

multipath signal at the receiver. In addition, there are oceanographic

phenomena which are space/time random procesbes, resulting in unpredict-

able Yariations in- the sound speedI. Some of these fluctuations are

internal waves, tidal phenomena, currents, eddies, and surface waves,

The combined effect of these sound speed changes is a received signal

with random amplitude and phase varying spatially and temporally.

Mother important cause of spatial phase variations is the effect of

ray paths which change with range and the resulting spatial change of

multipath interference. Additive noise further degrades signal recep-

tLon; the primary sources are ambient noise, which is random and

spatially continuous, and discrete noise sources such as shipping

traffic whose characteristics may often resemble signals of interest.

To overcome some of these obstacles, acoustic sensors are combined

into an array. An amplification and a phase shift are applied to the

received output of each sensor and the results are summed. If each

phase shift is .proportional to the time of arrival of the signal at

that sensor, then the array is phased for that particular signal source

direction. For other directions, the .ra.ception will be partially

A'~
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incoherent, which helps in rejection of noise. In a conventional

array, the spacing between sensors is on the order of 'a wavelength.

Since the correlation distance of most random phase and amplitude

fluctuations is much greater than this, each sensor sees nearly

identical fluctuations and the signal outputs of the sensors can

still be summed coherently. Therefore the primary cause of degrada-

tion of signal reception for a conventional array is the interfer-

ing noise. Many techniques have been developed for noise rejection

and can be found in the literature.

Another important function of an array is localization of a signal

source. A measure of localization ability is the beamwidth, which is

inversely prop ortional to the size of the array in wavelengths. The

disadvantage of a conventional array is that since most signal sources

are in the far field, the array can only scan in angle; range informe-

tion must be estimated from the intensity of the received signal.

The localization is then limited by the array beamwidth. However, if

the receivers are separated by large distances, i.e., distances very

much greater than a wavelength, and on the same order of magnitude as

the range of interest for signal detection, then, in principle some of

these limitations may be overcome. The array could then scan in both

range and angle, since signal sources would be in the near field of

the huge aperture. Also, since the effective beam of tl.e array is

then a very small two dimensional focal spot, resolution ability

would be greatly enhanced.

But the u,3e of a very large array also introduces many additional

problems. The greatest obstacle is thiat of localization ambiguity.



If the number -of component sensors is small and they have omni-

directional reception,, then there are numerous locations at which .a

signal source may be coherent at the array, and localization would

be impossible. For this reason, the topic considered here will be

limited to the case in which each receiver itself is an ariay

(henceforth, reference to a sensor will imply a subarray receiver).

This limits the ambiguity, problem to the area of overlap of the

beams of the subarrays, before coherent combination. Another problem

Is the fact that, since the sensors are now spaced at distances much

greater -than the correlation lengths of randcm oceanographic fluctua-

tions, the randomness in the signal is independent among the receivers.

The correct phase shift to apply to each receiver to search coherently

for a signal source is now a completely unknown quantity. What, if

anything, can be done to coherently combire these receivers to form a

superarray aperture, and thereby improve signal detection capability?

This ia the question which will be addressed and answered in the

dissertation.
I -5

The basic approach to the problem is as follows. A beacon signal

source is placed in the ocean, and radiates a known waveform to each *z. -

sensor., Each sensor measures the travel time of the signal in propaga-

ting -through the random ocean channel. This information yields the

correct phase shifts for the superarray to focus on the beacon. The

objective is to scan the s-.perarray focal spot away from the beacon in

search of a signal. But since the ocean is fluctuating both spatially :4

And temporally, the distance and time for which this can be done is

* limited due Lo loss of coherence. More beacons_ will, be required so -

Af;
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that the superarray may scan from beacon to beacon to maintain an

acceptable level of coherence; the sensors must also refocus on the

same beacon as often as is determined by the stability time of the

fluctuations. The results to be presented in this dissertation will

be utilized to determine these required beacon spacings and refocus-

ing times, for specified system performance parameters.

1.2 THE COHERENCE FUNCTION APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION

The underwater propagation path between the source and each

sensor is modeled as a random channel whose stochastic parameters

depend upon the oceanographic fluctuations. Since the random variations

iii the received signal are uncorrelated amon g all sensors, the ability

to coherently combine the distorted signals depends upon the degree of

similarity of *their waveforms. In the frequency domain, this is

viewed as a measure of how well each spectral component of the signal

pairs can be combined in phase, despite the randomness.

A quantitative measure of this pairwise coherence is given by the

spectral coherence function. Its magnitude, varying between zero and

unity, is the gain in received signal power achieved by combining a

pair of random signals with partial coherence; a value of unity indi-

cates 100% gain in signal power. The argument of the coherence function

is the average phase difference between the signals necessary to

coherently combine them. By considering all possible pairs of sensors

in an array,, the. coherence function defines an important array perform-

ance parameLer, the array gain. The coherence function is therefore

the key to the relationship of array performfance to -oceanographic
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fluctuations. The bulk of this research has been devoted to develop-

ing a parametric form for the coherence function, which can be used

to predict array system performance. THe general theory of the

coherence function is presented in Section 2.4, and its solution for

the random multipath ecean channel, called the multipath coherence

function, is developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

1.3 SUmlARY OF RESULTS

By means of the model of uncorrelated random propagation channels,

an expression for the coherence function has been derived in terms of

the parameters of real oceanographic fluctuations. The model is

generalized to include scanning distances and times. Although the

results include the most recent information available on ocean pheno-
mena such as internal waves and tides, the structure of the'model itself i

is independent of these data and can easily accommodate future changes

or new theoretical developments in oceanographic fluctuations.

The results of the analysis demonstrate a simplfficatilon that

allows numerical results' to be computed with no more than a hand calcula-

tor. The derived expression for the multipath coherence function is a

composite of three factors which affect signal coherence: determinis-

tic multipath interference, random fluctuations which are incoherent "

among the rays of a multipath set, and fluctuations which are completely

coherent among rays. The actual multipath configuration can be ob-

tained from a ray tracing computer program or from experimental

measurements of an ocean channel's impulse response. The second fac-

tor Is dominated by internal waves and the spatial variations due to

gf78'q
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ray paths which change with range. The last factor is a fluctua-

tion due to internal tides. The value of this mathematical factori-

zation is that it permits each source of coherence degradation to be

analyzed separately and the relative effects of each to be compared.

In the coherence function, system design parameters such as scan

distance and scan time have been related to the parameters of the

ocean fluctuations. This enables a determination of required beacon

spacings and beacon refocusing times for the design of a superarray

system. These results are then applied to a superarray system design

to demonstrate practicality.

Numerical results of the analysis show that widely spaced receiv-

ers. can be combined with partial coherence to cover large ocean areas,

and with significant realizable array gain. In addition, it is shown

that such a s:stem design is practical with respect to required density

of beacons and refocusing times. Methods of implementation of such a

system are proposed, which require only system components and proce-

dures well within the limits of current caoabil.ities, both technically

and economically.

1.4 SUK4ARY OF PREVIOUS WIORK

The primary application of this work is to an adaptive array tech-

nique+known as self-cohering. When the array element locations are not

known accurately, or when the medium has a randomly varying index of

refraction, then array beamforming and scanning must be performed not

by a priori phasing based only on array geometry but also by measurement

of signal phase from a direction near the desired source location.

I o/ . -, 4
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Self-cohering techniques applied to retrodirective antenna arrays

were. first discussed in [1]. A survey of current and previous work

In self-cohering techniques, and an analysis of beamforming and scan-

ning of self-cohering microwave arrays, is given by Steinberg [2].

Most of the current research in self-cohering tethniques for very

large H1F and microwave arrays is being done at the Valley Forge Re-

search Center [3].

Self-cohering techniques for arrays were first introduced into

the field of optics in the early 1970's. A description of some of

this work can be found in [4]. In principle, the techniques are identi-

cal to those used for antenna arrays.

Although adaptive techniques have been used in underwater acoustic

array processing for some years [5], a common assumption has been per"

feet signal coherence across the array aperture. A discussion of

signal processing for very large arrays can be found in [6]; however,

the unlikely assumption of perfect signal coherence is also made in

that report.

The most important aspect of this work is the analysis of signal

coherence in random ocean channels. There are two different definitions

of coherence in common use. In the field of electromagnetic wave

propagation, particularly in optics, the measure of coherence most

commonly used is simply the normilized time-domain cross-correlation

function. A thorough tho ,retical analysis of the significance and

application of this coherence function is given by Beran and Parrent

17], and they also give a survey of previous researches. It is surpris-

ng, however, that a1 of thase researchers were unaware of the other
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definition-of coherence until its rediscovery by Mandel and Wolf [8]

in 1976i First introduced in time series analysis by Wiener [9] in

1930, it is defined as the cross-power spectral density of two time

functions, normalized by their auto-power spectral densities. Probably

the best description and explanation of the physical significance of

this- spectral coherence function is given by Koopmans [10], who also

presents a ccmplete history of its development. Other analyses of

this coherence function and its use can be found in Bendat and Piersol

;[11], 'and Jenkins and Watts [12].

The spectral coherence function is the measure which is used in

this work. Its advantage is that it gives an unambiguous quantitative

measure of the ability, at each frequency, to coherently combine ran-

domly distorted signals. A good discussion of the difference between

the two measures of coherence, and the advantages of the spectral co-

herence function, is given by Roth [13]. In the field of underwater

acoustic array processing, both definitions of coherence have been

used. Use of the cross-correlation coefficient in the definition of

array gain was demonstrated in [14]. Some applications of the spectral

coherence -function to underwater acoustic processing are given in [15].

There has been a number of studies, both experimental and theoreti-

cal, of coherence of acoustic signals in a random ocean environment

and its effect on array performance. Smith [16] has presented an

analysis of spatial coherence in random multipath channels due to the

effects of variations of nmultipath interference with range. However

his results are limited to separations for which the received signal

is a plane wave, and the ranidom varlatL1s arc cou:uletely correlated.

• -
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Jobst and Zabalgogeazcoa [17, 18] have analyzed the effects of it

moving source 'on signal coherence in a multipath channel. Here agaizi

the signal is assumedto be a plane %ave across the array and the phase

fluctuations are also assumed to be completely correlated among sensors.

Munk et al [19] have determined limits on coherent processing due to

phase fluctuations caused by internal waves. Their analysis is also

limited to small gensor separations and large phase fluctuations.

The major difference between all previous work and the work to be

performed here is that the former has been limited to sensor separations

that are within the correlation distance of the random fluctuations.

Degradation of coherence, then, essentially becomes just a matter of

lack of correlation between the randomness in signals. But this gives

no insight into the ability to combine signals with partial coherence

when the receivers are- far beyond this correlation distance. If the

random fluctuations in signals received by widely separated sensors are

small enough, then the possibility exists for achieving some gain by

properly phase-shifting one signal with respect to the other. Another c

difference from previous work is that plane wave phase shifts are gener-

ally used for conventional beamforming and scanning. However, these do

not take into account the phase bias due to.multipath and oceanographic

fluctuations. By using the true average phase difference between sig-

nals as predicted by the coherence function in terms of oceanographic

fluctuations a further increase in gain may be realized. The spectral

coherence function is a suitable measure of this potential, and it is

toward this end that most of this research has b en directed.

~ ~T:n2
p ~ -
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1.5 ORGANIZATION AND CONTENTS

The chapters of this dissertation are organized into five inter-

related levels of material as indicated in Fig. 1.1. *The first level

consists of this introductory chapter which lays the groundwork for the

dissertation by stating the problem, the approach to the solution, and

giving a summary of results and previous work. The second level is com-

posed of Chapters 2 and 3 and presents essential background information.

Chapter 2, "Underwater Acoustic Propagation and Array Processing", dis-

cusses the wave equation and ray solution, and variations in the sound

speed as causes of phase and amplitude fluctuations. Some characteris-

tics of underwater acoustic signals and noise are presented and the

general theory of the coherence function is developed. Basic array pro-

cessing theory in the space and time doma'.ns is discussed including the

general effect of the randomness of the medium. Array gain and its

relationship to the coherence function is presented and methods of beam-

forming are discussed. Conventional arrays are considered with respect

to their characteristics of size, directivity, resolution, and correla-..

tion of random fluctuations. The characteristics of very large arrays

are presented, Including near field focusing and scanning, resolution,

uncorrelated channels and uncorrelated noise, and the array pattern. F

A comparison is then made between conventional arrays and very large ar-

rays (VLA). -Finally, the topic of a VLA composed of conventional sub-

arrays is discussed.

Chapter 3, "Oceanographic Fluctuations and Their Effects on Propaga-

tion", presents the characteristics of oceanographic fluctuations deter- K
mined from cperimental observation:;, and classifies them according to

*'s*
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LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION

CHAPTERINTRODUCTION

,CHPTE 2CHAPTER 3 BACKGROUND

CHAPER 4THEORY

CHATE 6CHAPTER 5 APPLICATIONS

CHAPTR71SUMMARY

Fig. 1.1 Organization of dissertation.

-- X~
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their effect on array processing. Types of fluctuations are then dis-

cussed and the theory of those fluctuations which are relevant to the

design of a VLA is developed. The chapter concludes with a summary of

the relative importance of these fluctuations according to the latest

experimental and theoretical results.

The third level of organization consists of the central theory of

the dissertation, presented in Chapter 4, "The Multipath Cohierence Func-

tion for Uncorrelated Underwater Channels". This level makes the tran-

sition from background material to the subject of the thesis and, with

few exceptions, follows directly from the first chapter for one thor-

oughly familiar with the background presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

The MCF is presented as a new measure of array performance, and its

physical significance is explained. The MCF is derived using the

stochastic time-varying channel represent:.ition of multipath propaga-

tion for- general oceanographic fluctuations. The theory is then extend-

ed to include the effects of VLA scanning in space and time. The re-

suits of the analysis are discussed in detail, and the summary presents

a prelude to the development of the MCF in terms of real oceanographic

fluctuations in Chapter 5.

The fourth level of organization, composed of Chapters 5 and 6, is

an application of the central theory of Chapter 4 to the background

natcrial presented in Chapters 3 and 2, respectively. Chapter 5,

"The Coherence Function in Terms of the Oceaiiographic Fluctuations",

incorporates the pnrameters of the predominant fluctuations into the

MCF and analyzes the effects of each on coherence. In particular, new

theories are developed for the effects; of spatially varying multipath

IX.
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interference and internal tides. Complete numerical results are given

which show the effects of source range, frequency, multipath character-

istics, and scanning on coherence, due to each individual source of

-fluctuation. rhysical interpretations of the results are also given.

Chapter 6, "Application to a Superarray System Design", is con-

cerned with a practical application of the previous developments to the

design of a large underwater aperture of coherently combined subarrays.

An approach to a complete VLA system design is outlined, including such

considerations as beacon placement, beacon waveforms, and required bea-

con spacings. A system design procedure is then given which proposes

a methodology for implementati6 n of system specifications. Finally,

other important considerations are mentioned, such as localization

and source tracking.

The last level of organization is comprised of Chapter: 7, "Summary

and-Recommendations for Further Study". This chapter concludes the

work with an interpretation of results and a statement of all limita-

tions. Recommendations are then made for future studies of relevant

topics not considered here.

As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the essence of this dissertation can

be obtained from Chapters 1, 4, and 7 which contain a statement of the

problem, the method of solution, and results, rcspectively. Chapters 2

and 3 provide a basis for the development of Chapters 5 and 6, which

latter are necessary for a full understanding of how the conclusions of

Chapter 7 follow from the theory developed in Chapter 4.

L - '
.... . 4. "'. . :; ' ,:'_ - -, ,".4 "
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CP'APTER 2

UNDERIATER ACOUJSTIC- PROPAGATION ANTD ARRAY PROCESSING

The propagation of an underwater acoustic wave obeys the wave

f 2 2(21
Cat

in which p p(x~y,z,t) and c =c(z).

A~,suning time dependenice ej, the wave equation becomesJ

(+ p =0. (2.2)

By making a substitution of the form

p j A (2.3)

the Eikonal equation for the phase is obtalncd:

lqo 1 2(24

The speed of sound, c (z) , has a variation with occan depth determined

17
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primarily by variations in temperature and pressure. The sound speed

increases as temperature and pressure increase, resulting in a sound

speed profile as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sound speed usually has its

maximum at the surface where the temperature is the highest. The

sound speed decreases as depth increases due to the decreasing tempera-

ture until the effect of increasing pressure causes it to again increase.

The depth of the minimum sound speed is known as the sound channel

axis. Maximum variations of c(z) are from about 1480 m/sec to

1550 m/sec and depend on climate, season and time of day.

The Eikonal equation is valid if

<<  (2.5)

i.e., if the f-actionai change in the sound speed gradicnt', g = dc/dz,

over the distance of a wavelength is very small compared to f = c/X.

The surfaces (x,y,z) = constant define the wavefronts and the ray

paths perpendicular to these wavefronts can be found once c(z) has been

specified. An example of ray tracing for a specific sound speed profile

is given in Fig. 2.2. From the Eikonal equation comes the underwater

acoustic equivalent of Snell's law, written as

c(z) C(zv )COSO (2.6)

in terms of the sound speeds at a depth z and at the vertex depth zv,

and the angle 0 which a ray makes with the horizontal at a depth z.,

When the gradient g is positivq, a ray is concave. upward, and when g is

negative, it is concave downward. For a ray which leaves a source at

4y

Jqw
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depth z' at an initial angle 0, the sound speed- at the vertex can be
S0

found from (2.6). The ray is within a sound channel when it has both

an upper and a lower vertex and all rays which leave the source at

angles smaller than 0 will stay within this sound channel. Certain

rays which leave the source will reach a receiver at a depth ZR. The

underwater sound channel is therefore characterized by multipath propa-

gation between source and receiver.

The total phase of a ray in propagating from source to receiver

is w oT, and total travel time is found directly from (2.4) as

CdST = c(2.7)
J

ray path

The travel times, pressure amplitudes, and arrival angles- of all rays

which reach a receiver are usually obtained from a ray tracing

computer program. For a specified sound speed profile, source range,

frequency, source depth and receiver depth, the program will compute

the above quantities for all possible ray paths between source and re-

ceiver.

An example of the characteristics of multipath propagation is

shown in Fig. 2.3. The source and receiver are separated by a range

R = 500 kin. The figure shows the travel times and relative amplitudes

of the rays reaching the receiver, all of which are bottom reflected.

The nominal or average travel time for the channel is seen to be on '

the order of To  R/c 500/1.5 = 333 sec and is called the bulk time

delay. The rays arrive in pairs with approximately the same amplitude,

37R-Ne"7
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Fig. 2.3 Ray travel times, pressure nplituds, and arrival angles
(from reference 9, Chapter 3).
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q Ione ray arriving at an ,upwrd angle ,and the other at the same angle

iin a d'o arfd., direction. The initial angles of these-rays at the

source are alsoequal about the horizoital. Rays whibh leave the

ource at small angles have larger amplitudes due to shorter path

lengths and fewer bottom reflections. As the initial angle of each

ray pair increases, its path length and number of bot'tom reflections

increase, and the relative amplitude decreases. Due to the attenua-

tion 6f high angle rays over long ranges, ray arrivals with,signifi-

cant amplitudes are usually limited to small arrival angles-. The time

between the first ray arrival and the last ray arrival is called the

time spread of the channel, TS. The time spread usually increases

with increasing range and, for the figure shown, TS = 7 sec.

The received pressure field for a multipath channel is the

s uperposition of K individual ray arrivals given by

Y, e~ K -JwTk

H(W)= XPk e Ae Tk(2.8)
k-l k=l"

This field exhibits interference among the component rays resulting in

frequency selective fading. Depending upon the arrival tiries and

amplitud'es of the rays, the received field will demonstrate construe-

tive or destructive interference at different acoustic frequencies as

depicted' in Fig. 2.4. The received field 'wili be -at a maximum at

frequencies for which the rays are all in phase, whil for other ire-

quencies it may fade due to total destructive interference. Frequency z

selective fading demonstrates the importance of a frequency domain

d adnalUyais of multipath chinelnhhl o tr e
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2.2 EFFECT OF RANDOM FLUCTUATIONS

Besides the deterministic variation of sound speed with depth,

there are oceanographic fluctuations which are random processes in

space and time and cause fluctuations in the ocean temperature, result-

ing in random fluctuations in the sound speed. Among'these fluctuations

are internal waves, which are predominant, internal tides, currents,

and eddies. The sound speed is now given by

c(z) + 6c(x,y,z,t) (2.9) A

4-

where &c/c is typically on the order of 10- . In the presence of

this random sound speed fluctuation, the rays will be slightly per-

turbed from 4 dctcrministc paths s- shem in Fig.

The effect of the fluctuations must be found by solving the wave

equation using; the sound speed given by (2.9). The method of solution

depends upon the acoustic wavelength, range from source to receiver,

and the correlation lengths and times of the random fluctuations. In

this work, the solution for the pressure in the presence of ray pertur-

bations will be restricted to the geometrical optics region where

diffraction effects are negligible so that amplitude fluctuations are

much smaller than the phase fluctuations. The conditions which must be

satisfied for this solution to be valid are:

1. The wavelength is much smaller than the smallest cOrrela-

tion length of the fluctuations,

S<< .lO)

------------------------------------------0-
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2. The travel time is much smaller than the smallest correla-

tion time 6f the fluctuations,

T << Too (2.1l)

3. Diffraction effects (and therefore ray amplitude fluctua-

tfons) are negligible, which rdquires that the size of a

Fresnel zone be smaller than the smailest correlation

length of the f luctuations,

2
S < 1.(2.12)

For homogeneous, isotropic fluctuations, the condition

21. (2.13)I

0I

For inhomogeneous, anisotropic fluctuations such as internal

waves, the diffraction parameter A is obtained by an average

over a ray path,

~1 2 x
A . (2.14) "

0g >ray path

For internal waves (1] ..

A (50 ltz/f)(R/300 kin). .(2.15)

4. The total mcan square phase fluctuati6nw for an ind&.'idual

ray, ;2 satisfies

-'i "V~k
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<i (2.16)

4For internal waves [1) j<
-2 2

41 (f /560 z (A/300 kin).

The region A 1, (P I corresponds to the Rytov solution

of the wave .equgtion .(the method of smooth perturbations) in which,,

amplitude variations are no longer negligible. The combination oft

this region and the geometrical optics 'regime comprises the unsaturated

region, iii which a propagating wave can still be represented by an

4,amplitude and a phase. This is ,no longer true, however, in the

saturated regions in which the're are very strong perturbations in the

ray paths. A diagram of these regions for internal wave fluctuations

is given in Fig. 2.6.

With the restriction to the geometrical optics region,-the total

* phase of the 1,hray is

'Ii;, d4
AS~ . (s.(Scd

(c(z)+c6c(X,y,Z,) Q 0 c k- w(k~t

k ray path .(2,t 18)

The received random inultipath field now becomes

K -JwT~ jThtk(19
H w~e eC 249

k=l

where t is the travel-time variation caused by pert.urbations in the

ray path. The x~iean square phanse fluctuation is

FI

- . ..- -
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- W =, /I. d (2.2o)

Another important parameter in determining the effects of phase

fluctuations is the phase structure function [2], defined as the mean

square difference in the phase fluctuations between two rays. In

terms of the fractional sound speed fluctuation along rays 1 and 2,

= (Sc/c)1 and p2 = cc)

-it is given by

2 - o I2dS
12 1 Cl2

ray 1 ray 2

-- 0 ri "-"2 1 2 (2,21)

where the total phase correlation between the two rays is

•P1 - ;11 : <- ltV dSldS 2  (2.22)

The phase structure function thus depends upon the total mean square

phase/£iuctuation for each ray, and on the correlation between the

sound speed fluctuations at all points along the ray paths, given by
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2.3 SIGNAL, AND NOISE CIIARACIERISTICS

The definition of signals and noise is somewhat subjecfive in

that it depends upon what type of acoustic reception is of primary

interest, and which others cause interference in the attempt to detect

it. A signal may be a partially coherent narrow band acoustic wave

; • such as a discrete :frequency line from a surface ship, while the noise

may be incoherent and broadband, such as ambient noise arising from a,

superposition of numerous long range sources. On the other hand, a sig-

nal might be a broadband random source, while interfering noise could

be narrow band and highly coherent such as from surface ships. In this

study, a signal is defined as any acoustic wave, either random or deter-

ministic, narrow band or broadband, which originates at a single point

source, and therefore is paitially coherent at separated sensors. Also

the noise will be limited to random broadband ambient noise which is

incoherent at separated receivers.

2.4 THE COHERENCE FUNCTION

Consider an acoustic point source radiating a waveform s(t) which

has a spectrum S(w) . Assume that the wave propagates without attenua-

tion along single paths to two separated receiver's. In each channel,

the signal incurs a time delay equal to its travel time, a random

travel time fluctuation, and an add.tive noise. The travel time I
fluctuation is slowly varying compared to duration time of the signal,

The received outputs are then spectrum analyzed and stimrmed as depicted

in Fig. 2.7.

*In this discus;ion waveforms are truncated at some finite time.
Fourier transforms arc taken over this finite time interval.

=. - £3
- ' -
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-
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Fig. 2.6 A-O diagram for internal waves.
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Fig. 2.7 Signal processing for random channels.
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The ensemble average power output of this resulting two element

array is propo.rtional to

PT" <Sl(w)+N ()+S 2 (W)+N2 (W) I2>

" (.)I2>+< S2 ()I >+2Re Sl() 2"w

+ <INI,()j2+(1N 2 (W)I +2Re<N1 (W)N2*( )2 . (2.23)

Assuming equal noise power

= INi(w)12> <I-wI (2.24)

and equal signal power,

then

PT 2S (w)+2S ( w)Rey (w)+2N0 (w)+2N ( )Rey (W) (2.26)

The quantities yS() and YN() are the signal and noise coherence

functions, respectively, defined as

S( 0)) S2"  Ik ' i '

YS() /2\! / 12\ O< IYS(b)I <  (2.27)

p. and

"<N l( >""2 (W)->

(W) ( )2 '(w)l (2.28)

"V -4



The. significance of these functions is more apparent in their

relationship to array gain. The array gain is defined as the sig-

nal to noise power ratio of the array divided by the signal to noise

power ratio of the individual receiver,

G IN (2.29)

or, equivalently, as the signal power gain of the array divi~ded by

the noise power gain of the array

G NA/N .0 (2.30)

I Since for thtt two receiver array,

S ~2S +2S Rey(.1A 0 0 (231

and I '

N 2N 4-2N Re (.2
A 0 (32

then

p lI+Reys
G - (2.33)

N

it can be seen from (2.33) thar y S(w) is a quantitative measure of

the ain n aerag sinal power achieved by comibining a pair of sen-

sors with part:ial coherence; a value of unity Iid.Lcates 100% gain In
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signal power.

In order to make the significance of the coherence function more

clear, it will bp, assumed that the random travel time fluctuations,

t and t2 are temporally stationary Gaussian random processes which

have zero mean, variance a and spatial correlation coefficient p

with largest correlation distance LO, so that for receivers with

separations greater than Lo, p = 0. From (2.27), the coherence

function is

()-t -( a (i-p) -j(T 1 -T 2 )
e e e (2.34)

It can now be clearly seen that the coherence depends upon both the

correlation of tbe fluctutinns and theIr size. The most imnortant

conclusion to be made is that if p 0, the coherence ys(W) is not

necessarily zero, and in fact can attain values very close to unity if'

2 is small enough. The major premise of this dissertation is that the

random fluctuations are stochastically independent due to the large

receiver separations, so that the major effort is directed toward

determining the size of the random fluctuation's. The above expression

also hints at the fact that the argument of the coherence function isr the average phase difference between the signais necessary to coher-

ently combine them.

For arbitrary signals, the coherence function is formally defined

as [3, 4, 5]
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)(2.35)

where G12 (w) is the cross power spectral density of the received sig-

nals, and 03 (w), G2( ) are the auto power spectral densities. Its two

most important properties are

I - its magnitude, varying between zero and unity, is a quantita-

tive measure of ,the ability to combine random signals by giving the

gain in average signal power.

2- its argument is the average phase difference between the

signals necessary to coherently combine them [4].

It should be noted that the coherence function is not simply the fre-

quency domain analog of the normalized tine cross-correlation function.

The correlation function is normalized only to the mean of the total

power in each channel, but the coherence function is normalized at

each frequency separately [6]. Another major difference is that the

correlation function includes the entire .pectrum of frequencies pre-

sent in the signal waveform; there may be a high degree of coherence

at certain discrete frequencies, but. this information will be lost if

* -. coherence is low over the major portion of the signal spectrum. This

again demonstrates the importance of frequency domain analysis.

2.5 ARRAY PROCESSING

It was stated in the previous section that the argument of the

signal coherence function is the average phase difference between
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the two received signals. In practice, then, each sensor pair

[ would phase shift the received signal by this amount before adding

the receiver outputs. The degradation of coherence would then be

determined by the magnitude of the coherence function which is a

measure of the random phase fluctuation about the average.

The generalization of array gain to an array of N sensors with

amplifications and phase shifts applied to their received signals

before combination is (7]

N N *

W-1 n~l
N N *

rn-i n1 l ~ m (2.36)

w r SW
1tr
SNw

in which the wm are the complex weights for the amplifications and
mU

phase shifts, and the signal coherence between receivers m and n is

Y~n~J M,~ with Y (W) = YSmnw) and y (w) = 1, and likewise for

YM.(W Conventional beamforming is the choice of the wto co-

phase for the average signal phase difference given by 'y i(W).

This does not consider the effects of the noise on array gain.

Adaptive be .aniformtng [8] however, consists of choosing the weight

matrix W to optimize the quantity (2.36), whiich does take the noise

coherence mnatrix, r into, account. For the casL of incoherent

noise, rbecomnes the unit matcrix, and the two. wethods are then equiva-

lent.
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Assume that the sigr.al coherence has the same magnitude be-

tween all pairs of sensors so that l = Y for m n, and that

the weights have unit magnitudes, with their phases chosen to co-

phase perfectly for the average phase difference between each pair

of signals given by the argument of ysmn" If the pairwise noise co-

herences are also equal so = for m n, and if the noiseI

has zero mean, then

l+(N-l)y S .G (2.37)
G +('_I)y N

This expression will be valuable .in comparing conventional arrays

with very large arrays.

Another important performance parameter in array processing

is the directional power response of the array, called the array

pattern. When an array is cophased for a particular source direction,

a signal arriving from a dif ferent direction will cause a different

array response due to the different relatiie path lengths among sen-

sors to the new source direction. The direction for which the array

is cophased is the primary maximum of the pattern and is called the

main beam. For some other directions the relative path lengths will

cause a partially destructive interference resulting in a region of

lower power iesponse called the sidelobe region. Besides the direction

of the main beam, constructive interference will occur in other

directions causing additional primary maxima in the pattern. Since

an array cannot distinguish which primary maximum is receiving a

signal source, tiis results in source location ambiguities sometimes

'K
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called grating lobes. The quantities of relevance in this study

are the main beam width and the distance between primary maxima.

The order of magnitude of these quantities can be estimated

independent of noise and random fluctuations.

Consider a single path channel with constant, non-random sound

speed, and a source at a range R'. The signal received at the .nth
n

sensor is proportional to s(t-T which has a spectrum S (W) -

-jnT n
S M, where T = R /c. The response of an array of N sensors

n n
to this signal is

N N

A m mn m. ()n ~jml n=l
(2.38)

S -JW(T -T)

IS(W) j2wmyne m n
m

To cophase for a signal at a different range, R 0 , the complex Js

weights are chosen so that wn = IWle with T 0 = R 0 /c.

Eq. (2.38) then gives the response to a source at an arbitrary

range R; when Rn = Rn0 , the array response is at its maximum.

2.5.1. CONVENTIONAL ARRAY

Consider a linear array of length L, whose N receivers are located

at distances d from the origin, which receives a signal from a source
n

at range RO, as depicted in Fig. 2.8. A conventional array is

characterized by

I - receiver separatIons which are on the order of wavelengths,

CC~ '~' -
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and therefore much smaller than the smallest correlation distance

of the fluctuations, i.e.

d X << to. (2.39)

2 -Fraunhofer diffraction, so that the sdurce is in the far

'A field, and the array receives a plane wave, i.e.

2

0> "  (2.40)

IIt therefore follows that the total phase to receiver n is

wi.k bi(^ d.41)

n On

and from (2.38) the array pattern is

N N * jk(dM -d n)sinO (2.42
P A w w w e (2.42)

m-1 n 1

If the weights are chosen to form a beam in the direction 00, then ,4

-jkd sin^
I ,w Ile (2.43)

so the pattern is

N N * jk(d -d)u,I ' = l [ I,,, I,,' I (2.44) I ,
m1l n=1
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in which the pattern variable in sine space has been introduced,

The width of the main beam of the conventional array is approximately

Au NX (2.47)
L

Since (2.45) shows that the maximnum range of u is 2, there will be

no ambiguities if

L NX (2.48)
2.

Eq. (2.39) implies that p= 1 between all receiver pairs, so

that the coherence from (2.34) becomes

mn
TYm ei d c)sn (2.49)

which shows thiat the average phase difference between the received

signals is

* -4~ -k (d -di )sInO (2.50)
M n M n

After copliasinjg, the gali of (2.37) for unit welgbht is
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+(NN (2.51)

in which the noise may be partially coherent due to the close sensor

spacings. For YN-0, G4N, which is the maximum attainable value.

For yN , G- -I, and for large N, the gain can be no greater than

I/yNP and does not depend on N. This implies that for very small

values of yN' it is worthwhile increasing N to increase G, but for

medium values of yN' say N=.5, the gain can be no more than G = 2, A

i.e., 3 dB, no matter how large N is.

2.5.2 VERY LARGE ARRAY (VLA)

Consider now the configuration of a VILA depicted in Fig. 2.9.

In contrast to the conventional array, it has the following character-

istics:

1 - receiver separations which are greater than the larges

correlation distance of the fluctuations, and therefore much greater

than a wavelength,

dn>>Lo>>X (2.52)

2 - Freshel diffraction, which implies that the source is in the

- near field, and the signal is not a plane wave, i'.e.

R < L (2.53)
t 0
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'Fig. 2.6 Configuration of conventional array.

Fig. 2.9 Configuraion of Mf .
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r •For a single path, non-random medium, T = R /c, and the array
an n

pattern from (2.38) is

- jk(R m-R )
p jVW w e (2.54)IA mLine

in which the weights should be chosen to cophase for the desired

source location. Unlike the conventional array, a VLA can discrimin-

ate in range. It is therefore convenient to give the pattern

characteristics in units of length in both range and azimuth. The

radial width of the main beam, called the depth of field, is on the

order of

IR2IAPB A (_0 (2.55)

and the corresponding width of the main beam in azimuth or cross-

range is

AS Re (2.56)

The spacing between primary maxima when the receivers are nearly

equally spaced is

Apj N 2 (2.57)
IL

in range and
These res;ults were obrained from compu tations using a linear VLA
of equally spaccd receivers.

F ecluI
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AS XRO) (2.58)
In cross range.

It is apparent thati since L is large for the VLA (on the order

of R.), there are numerous ambigities in both range and azimuth,

with spacings on the order of wavelengths. For the same reason, the

VLA beamwidth is much smaller than that of a conventional array.

The characteristic of large spacings from (2.52) implies that

the random fluctuations are uncorrelaced between receivers, so that

p = 0. From the simple example of (2.34) the coherence is ':hen

_W2 Cf2 -jw(T m-T n
e e . (2.59)

The coherence now depends only on the size of the fluctuations
determined by CF. The average phase difference is

-n -- (T m-T n . (2 .60) ;;;_

In general, this phase difference cannot be predetermined due to

the random fluctuations, so that some method of measurement must be

used.

Due to the large receiver spacings, the ambient noise will be

incoherent, so that Y 0. The idealized gain from (2.37) then be-

b4 ie

C= l+(N-l)ys . (2.61)

J1,

It4
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For yeO, G-)l, and for yS--l, G-N, its maximum. However, in con-

trast with the conventional array, there is now no limit to the

attainable gain as N increases. For intermediate values of yS, and

for large values of N, G-Nys. A comparison of the idealized gain

as a function of the number of receivers, N, is given in Fig. 2.10

for the VLA and the conventional array.

2.5.2.1 WLA OF SUBARRAYS

Consider a situation in which there are N indi.vidual omni-

directiona3 :eceivers with which to design an array. If N ib vn~ll

then it is not practical to design a 
VLA with these receivers by

separating them all by large distances. There is no increase in

localization due to directional ambiguities, and gain is lost due

to decrease oC) signal coherence because of the large receiver

spacings. However it is practical to subdivide the N available

receivers into coherently combined conventional subarrays. There

will be an increase in localization ability over that of a single

conventional array of N receivers since each subarray has a beam

which can intersect those of the other subarrays, and the ambigui-

ties of the VLA are limited to this region of intersection.

Consider a system of Nv subarrays, each containing N receiv-V S

ers. The subarray g~iin is

N5
0 SSC (2.62)o's Z+(S-ZY 1
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Fig. 2.10 Conparisonof conventional array gain with VLA gain.
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and the gain of a VLA of omnidirectional sensors is

Gv '.+(N -l)Ys (2.63)

so that the gain of a VLA of subarrays is

nl+(~v~lYs N(2.64)

For TN 0'

G N [1+(Nvl1)Ys] (2.65)

It can be seen from this expression that e~ven small values of VLA

gain, GV, cani be very signif icant. For example, with ITS =20, NV = 2,

and ys= .5, from (2.63), G =30. By combining only 2 subarrays with

a coherence of only 50% the effective number of elements in each sub-
AX

array when they are used incoherently has been increased from 20 to

30. The expense of an individual subarray system including its

deployment, operations personnel, signal processing, etc., may be

huge. The coherent conibinaLii * of such subarrays requires only some

additional signal processing procedures and algorithms. Therefore,

from a cost effectiveness view~point, a VLZA gain of only 1.5 will in-

crease the value of such a large system by this same factor, with

minim~al additional ex:pense.

The subarrays may still be used incohe'rently to Increase

6k

1A.
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localization ability due to the intersection of their beams. When

they are combined coherently, the localization is no better than the

incoherent system, but the value of the increase in gain achieved may

be outstanding.

Due to the VLA ambiguity problem, application of the theory

presented here will be limited to a VLA of subarrays. Further

analysis of this subject will be presented in Chapter 6.
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CIM.ITER 3

OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON PROPAGATION

3.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

Oceanographic fluctuations cause variations in the amplitude

and phase of a multipath acoustic signal. Some of these fluctuations

are environmental, in that they are due to variations in t1-e ocean

medium itself, such as internal wave fluctuations, independent of

the presence of an acoustic signal.

The other fluctuations are classified as acoustic, since they de-

pend upon the presence of an acoustic signal and its propagation

characteristics. Examples of this type are spatial multipath varia-

tions due to ahanging source or receiver location, and frequency

selective fading caused by multipath arrivals with different travel

times. In addition, the environmental fluctuations cause acoustic

fluctuations, since signal characteristics are influenced by the

medium.

Acoustic fluctuations may be spatial and temporal. At a fixed

location, the amplitude and phase of a signal will vary with time,

and at any given time, they will vary for different source or re-

ceiver locations. A good example of environmentally induced acoustir

phase fluctuations, which demonstrates their spatial and temnporal

variability, is given in Fig. 3.1. This shows the t'esults of a 13

month time series of acoustic phase taken in the Straits of Florida,

47
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and reported by Steinberg, et al [1). The measurements were made

at three fixed colinear hydrophones at ranges of 7, 42, and 43

miles from a fixed source. Besides the obvious temporal phase

variation, it can be seen how the phase varies with rece±iver separa-

tion at a given time.

Environmental fluctuations are also characterized by a temporal

spectrum with different correlation lengths and correlation times.

Periods of the spectral components vary from minutes to months,

and characteristic lengths of the fluctuations have a scale ranging

from meters to thousands of kilometers. It can be stated as a

general rule, that the lower the frequency of the fluctuation, the

larger are its energy content, correlation length, and correlation

time. In Fig. 3.1, note the high degree of correlation between the

entire time series of H42 and H43 due to their small separation,

while they have a high correlation with H7 only at the longer

period, larger amplitude fluctuations.

Environmental fluctuations can also be classified as geographic

and non-geographic. Non-geographic fluctuations are those which

occur in all areas of all oceans of the world, such as interval waves 4

and internal tides. Currents and eddies are examples of the latter,

and occur only in certain areas of the ocean under certain conditions.

An excellent report on current knowledge of environmental and j i

acoustic fluctuations in the sea and measurement techniques is pre-

sented by Sykes (2]. This report suimmrizes the .results of measure-

ments done over the last decade of all types of oceanographic

(qi
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fluctuations and their effects on propagation, and gives a com-

plete bibliography. Any reader who desires further information con-

cerning oceanographic fluctuations should consult this report.

Further analysis here will be limited to only those fluctuations

which are relevant to this study. In order to determine this limita-

tion, a further description of the VLA system is necessary.

As described in Section 1.1, a VLA focuses its widely spaced

receivers on a beacon source at time t. Using'average phase shifts

determined by the pairwise coherences among all receivers, the VLA

then scans a distance S at time t + T. The statistics of coherence

are determined by considering an ensemble of identical such systems

over which the environmental random processes of interest are

stationary in space and time. The requirement of stationarity first

implies that each member of the ensemble must have the same climate,

meteorological conditions, and season, all of which affect the nominal

multipath structure. Secondly, the requirement that

<<To (3.1)

and , J.

S<<t (.3.2)

00
where T0 and o are characteristic time and length of some portion 4

of the spectrum in time and space of all environmental fluctuations

places a limit on the flucLuations which rnust be considered in ordcr to

Maint'in stationaVrity. For T on the order of hours and S on the order
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of 100 km the environmenai fluctuations can be limited to

1 - Internal waves, which have correlation time of an hour, And

correlation length of several kilometers.

2 - Internal tides, with a correlation time of hours, and

correlation distance of tens of kilometers.

Larger scale fluctuations with T on the order of days or longer, and
0

X0 of hundreds of kilometers or larger, can then be omitted 
and

stationarity will still be maintained.

In order to maintain a uniformity in the analysis and results,

this study will also be limited to those types of fluctuations which

are not geographic in nature, and therefore apply to all oceans of the

world. The analysis thus ignores geographic anomalies such as currents

and eddies wich may further degrade coherence.

3.2 TYPES OF OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

There are many known types of oceanographic fluctuations, and

some have only been analyzed experimentally. Sykes [2] lists the

primary causes of acoustical fluctuations as

1. Surface waves which cause frequency spreading of the signal

spectrLim due to the Doppler effect. Their effect is

negligible compared to other fluctuations.

2. Internal waves, which occur due to varying density of the

ocean, and Which cMuse variations -in the sound speed. They

are one of the predominant causes of acoustic phase fluctua-

tions.

XY
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3. Tidal phenomena, diurnal and semi-diurnal, cause changes

in water depth which are negligible effects for deep

ocean propagation, tidal streaming causing currents which

are a geographic effect, and internal tides which are one

of the primary causes of non-geographic phase fluctuations.

4. Rossby waves which cause long term large space scale

fluctuations.

5. Solar heating which causes daily changes in water temperature

and acoustic phase. Its effect is less than internal tides.

6. Changes in lunar declination cause large phase fluctuations

with a period of 27 days and a large space scale.

7. Wind influences acoustic phase by changing the water tempera-

ture.

8. Source rction causes spatial variations in multipath inter-

ference, as well as frequency shifting and spreading due to

a different Doppler shift for each ray path.

In addition to these from reference [2], a very important cause

of acoustic phase and amplitude fluctuations is

9. Frequency selective fading due to variations in multipath

interference as frequency varies. This effect was explained

in Section 2.1. The four types of fluctuations to be con-

s fdered in this analysis will be discussed in the following

sections in their order of importance.

74
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3.2.1 SPATIAL VARIATIONS DUE TO MULTIPATL INTERFERENCE

As source-to-receiver range varies, the travel time of each

ray changes at a different rate. This causes a variation of the

amplitude and phase of the resultant multipath field described in

Section 2.1. For large changes in range, the number and types of

rays which reach the receiver may also vary due to changing propaga-

tion geometry. However, for smaller range variations, the ray types

and number of arrivals will remain constant. This latter situation

will be considered here for simplicity; in any event, the region

over which the ray characteristics do not change must be computed

from a ray tracing program.

Clark, et al [3], have analyzed, through a ray tracing program,

the variation3 in resultant phase and amp]:;.tude for a source moving

from 500 km to 520 km at various speeds. "'he results of interest to

this study are the purely spatial variations without regard to the

complicated variations due to the Doppler effect. In the frequency

domain analysis, the effect of Doppler shift can be overcome by shift-

ing the filter frequency of the receiver by the proper amount.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the results of

[3]. First, there is a linear phase trend given by wT where T R/c.

When this effect is subtracted out, there is still a fluctuation of

the resultant amplitude and phase. This fluctuation increases as the

range increases from the reference point. Secondly, as the reference

range increases, the spread of arrival angics generally decreases,

since hiigher angle rays are attenuated by an increasing number of

M
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bottom reflections. Thlis implies that the variation in resultant

phase will be less, since there is less of a phase difference among

rays with closely spaced arrival angles.

The importance of these variations is that they might severely

affect scanning ability of a VLA, since average phase shifts will

be used to scan, and there may be large variations about the average

diue to the spatial multipath interference. Due to the impracticality

of computing actual variations with a ray tracing program for each

situation, the following analysis will take a stochastic approach

to the solution.

Theory

* Consider the expression for a multipath field presented in

Section 2.1,

H(W) k (2.8)
k=l k=l

4.Each of the K rays has an angle of arrival e Some characteristics

of the spread of angular arrivals are symmetry about the horizontal,
Sand a rapidly decreasing density of arrivals as angle increases from

the horizontal. If (2.3) represents the field received

from a source at range R, then for a range R + x, where x is small

K, compared to R, the received field is proportional to
A0

9 <

..... I s
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K -JwTk j UCO cosok

kk

(3.3)
K -J°T k -J°t Sk '
I A] k~ e e

k=l

The quantity tSk is the travel time variation due to the spatial 12
changes in multipath interference.

It is desired to determine how the amplitude and phase of H(w)

vary with x for different characteristics of the arrival angles, 6k"

First, assume that each k is an independent random sample from some

distribution which approximates the characteristics of the determinis-

tic spread of 0 Although T is also a function of 0 the quantity

of interest is the deviation of the phase and amplitude of H(w) from

its value at range R, regardless of the values of Tk, so that the T

will be considered to be non-random. In accordance with the arrival

angle characteristics stated above, the ray arrivals will be approxi-

mated by a zero mean Gaussian distribution. as shown in Fig.3.2. Since

0k is small, the exponential in (3.3) can be expanded as

k~

X . x k-j W cosoe _jx 'd WE-" (3.4) " '
e e

The expected value of the received field is then

K -JwTk
<11(wa)> =cs~w) [Ake (3.5)

k k 1,
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where cS(w) is the characteristic function of tSk)

(W) <e Sk 1+ (2c ) exp 2a+ tan-l(2aci 2

S 2
(3.6)

where a cw:c/2c and the variance is a2 <T > This result

shows that the average field is attenuated as its resultant phase and

amplitude fluctuations increase due to inareases in source range varia-.

tion, frequency, and angular ray spread, a. In addition, the result-

ant average phase is a composite of two terms. The first is the

nominal phase change due to a change in range and the second is due

to the spread in arrive.! angles. The chtracteristic. function:

e (w), will be utilized in Chapter 5 to eetermine the effects of

these spatial variations on coherence.

3.2.2 INTERNAL WAVES

The greatest contribution to the knowledge of internal waves

and their effect on acoustic signals has been made by oceanographers.

Reference [2] gives an extensive bibliography concerning work in

internal waves.

Internal waves are generated in regions of varying density in the

!"
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ocean. Propagation of the waves causes random variations of the

density, and hence the sound speed. The scale sizes of internal

wave fluctuations vary from meters to kilometers, with correlation

distances in the horizontal much greater than the vertical, i.e.

>> L , implying that the ocean is anisotropic. In addition,

the sound speed fluctuations caused by internal waves are much

greater at the surface than at greater depths, so that the ocean is

also inhomogeneous. Internal waves are also characterized by a dis-

persive spectrum; roughly speaking, the spectrum of the phase

fluctuations varies as for periods ranging from I hr. to 24

hr. [4j.

The theory of internal waves used here will be based largely

on references [5] and [6]. This theory has. been verified by conpari-

son with expe:.iment [4], and by computer sf.mulation [7]. Conclusions

have also been made that show that internal waves play a much larger

part in causing acoustic fluctuations than internal tides [8].

There are three important quandities which characterize the

effects of internal waves on acoustic propagation:

1. The strength parameter, D, discussed in S- . 2.2, which is

the r.m.s. value of the phase fluctuation for a single ray

in the geometrical optics region. Depending on the angle f
at which the ray crosses the sound channel axis, it has

the values [5]

22

:i~j lul steep~ ray; (2.17)
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2 ---- 0 Rmaxis ray. (3.7)

In -order to make the frequency dependence explicit, the r.m.s.

travel time fluctuation is introduced as

.1t O/W ; (3.8)

It has corresponding values given by

2 3xl 8  2-14= (3.4xl0-8sec km- )R, steep ray; (3.9)

2 -8 2 -1
4) s(6.8xl0 sec km )R, axis ray. .(3.10)

2. The Aiffraction parameter, A, defined in Section 2.2.

3. The phase structure function defined in (2.21).

For a horizontal separation, S, at constant lange, R, and

a temporal separation, T, the phase structure function

for internal waves is [6]

.Ds )=2[L s T 2].")42k + ( (3.11)

From (2.21) and (3.11), the phase correlation coefficient

for internal waves can be deduced as

AA
p(S,':) 1- . + (3.12)

4
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The structure function for the travel time fluctuationc

is then written as

- 2
D(S,T) D (S' -) /U

2 2[l-p(S,T)] . (3.13)

Internal wave fluctuations are such that they cause phase fluctua-

tions which are uncorrelated among the individual rays of a multipath

field (6]. Also as in [6], it will be assumed that the strength para-

meter and the phase structure function are the same for each ray.

3.2.3 *INTERNAL TIDES

Interncl tides are due to periodic lunar motion and cause corres-

ponding periodic variations in the sound speed. There are two pre-

dominant internal tides, the semi-diurnal and the diurnal. In the deep

ocean, the dominant cause of tidally induced phase fluctuations is the

first mode M2 component internal tide, which has a period of 12.42 hr

and a wavelength of 100 km. The internal tide propagates outward and

inward from a continental shelf, causing a sinusoidal sound speed pertur-

bation with the same wavelength and frequency as the tide.

An acoustic propagation model incorporated in a ray tracing program

by Weinberg, et al 19], has been used to numerically calculate phase

variations !,& e to internal tides based upon sound speed perturbations

derived by ooers [10]. The model considers an acoustic path whi.ch is

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the internal tide.
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The results confirm that there are no marked differences in the phase

behavior for different ray paths, and that phase fluctuations due to

internal tides can therefore be considered as coherent among the

individual rays. Since the phase behavior is independent of the ray

considered, it is sufficient to restrict the analysis to a ray on the

sound channel axis, and to assume that it yields a good description of

the bulk time delay variations.

Fig. 3.3 depicts the geometry of an axis ray propagating from a

range R at an angle with respect to the wave normal of the internal

tide. The axis sound speed at some range R from the receiver varies

according to the tidal propagation as

c(r,t) = c0+Ac sin(wTt-kTrcosp) (3.14)

where co is the unperturbed axis sound speed, Ac0 is a small perturba-

tion due to the internal tide, and

k 27r/(100 km.) (3.16)T

are the radian frequency and wavenumber, respectively, of the M2 tide.

The travel time of the ray is given by

T drC (r,) 0 (3.17) ?
0

K I.X
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Since Ac << C., the result of integration simplifies to

01

1_ 2Ac0 sin(w t-kTRcos /2) sin(kTRcos/2)T T 0 C0  T T-(s/ 2)j

whereT = R/c is the travel time in the absence of the internal tide.

Some important observations concerning the travel time fluctua-

tions can now be made, based upon the above expression. The maximum

variation occurs when the acoustic path is perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the internal tide propagation, i.e., when the acoustic signal

propagates parallel to a continental shelf; the minimum variation is

when the acoustic path is in the same direction as the internal tide

0 0). This is the opposite of the claim made in reference 9) .

Secondly, it can be seen that, for very long source ranges, the

fractional variation in sound speed decreases.

The model shows excellent agreement with experiment (9].

3.2.4 FREQUENCY SELECTIVE MULTIPAT1I INTERFERENCE

The interference of multipath arrivals with different travel times

causes an acoustic fluctuation in the frequency domain called frequency

selective fading which was briefly described in Section 2.1. This is

listed as the least important acoustic fluctuation to be considered

*There were no computations done in this reference for the case of acous-
tic propagation in the s.lne direct'ion as internal tide pr-)pagatlon, which
would require a range dependunt sound speed profile.

!; ~ "OA- 04*W
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because it is a semi-periodic function of frequency, while the other

fluctuations increase monotonically with frequency. However, it plays

an important role in the analysis of coherent frequencies and coherent

bandwidths which will be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 SUMARY

surve and classification of oceanographic fluctuations has been

presented. In order to maintain a uniformity in applications of the

results, consideration of environmental fluctuations has been limited

to those which are not geographic. However this does not preclude the

later inclusion of anomalous fluctuations, since the multipath coherence

function developed in Chapter 4 will have general applicability because

of a classification of fluctuaLions according to those which are com-

pletely correlated among rays (e.g. internal tides), and those which are

uncorrelated (e.g. internal waves and spatial variations).

The justification for considering only internal waves and tides

as the predominant types of environmental fluctuations is due to the

very large scale sizes and correlation times of other fluctuations

relative to VLA scan distances and scan times. In principle the theory

could be extended to larger systems which must consider these fluctua-

tions if more was known about their characteristics. However the much

larger amplitude of these fluctuations would make the design of a larger

system impractical, so that the size of a VLA system would still be

determined by the smiller fluctuations considered here. In addition,

the combined effect of the smaller fluctuations on coherence is large
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enough to preclude consideration of larger fluctuations.

There has been some con'roversy between the oceanographic and

acoustic communities concerning the relative importance of internal

vaves and internal tides. A paper describing a recent experiment

claims that 70% of the energy in phase fluctuations of periods less

than one day is due to the semi-diurnal internal tide (11]. Howevei,

the large frequency bandwidth used in making that conclusion includes

a large portion.of energy due to high amplitude internal wave fluctua-

tions, while the in#ernal tide itself has an extremely narrow bandwidth.

An analysis using uniformly accepted values for sound speed fluctua-

tions due to both internal waves and internal tides has shown that 90%

of the total energy in the phase fluctuations is due to internal waves

(8]. Internal waves therefore have the larger effect on phase fluctua-

tions and it will be shown in Chapter 5 that internal tides have a

negligible effect on coherence compared to internal waves and spatial

fluctuations.
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"CHAPTER 4

THE MULTIPATH COHERENCE FUNCTION FOR UNCORRELATED UNDERWATER CHANNELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces a new measure for determining the

coherence of acoustic signal5 in multipath channels which have random

fluctuations that are uncorrelated between channels. This multipath

coherence function (MCF) is based upon a formulation of the spectral

coherence function in terms of the random multipath transfer functions.

The MCF allows each channel to be analyzed individually, and separates

the effects of random fluctuations from the effects of deterministic

multipath interfecence (frequency selective fading).

The physical significance of coherence was explained in Section

2.4. Coherence i:s a quantitative measure of the extent to which it is

possible to combine randomly distorted signals in phase, at each fre-

quency in the signal spectrum. The coherence is quantitatively related

to the array gain in that it is a measure of the increase in received

signal power achieved by combining signals with partial coherence

relative to combining them incoherently (i.e., adding intensities).

All previous analyses of coherence have been limited to the

situation in which the receivers are located within the correlation dis-

tance or "patch size" of the random fluctuations. Most of these inves-

tigatioas have used this correlation length as the limiting sensor

separation for which coherent processing can be performed. Smith [1]

has presented an analysis of spatial coherence in randoill multipath

66
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channels due to the effects of spatial variations in multipath

interference. However, his results are limited to separations for

vhich the received signal is a plane wave, and he assumes that random

variations are large, and completely correlated between sensors.

Jobst [2] has analyzed the effects of a moving source on signal co-

herence in a multipath channel by assuming the number of ray arrivals

to be a random variable. Here again, the signal is assumed to be a

plane wave across the array, and phase fluctuations are assumed to be

completely correlated between sensors. Munk, et al [3] have deter-

mined limits on coherent processing due to phase fluctuations caused

by internal waves whose characteristics they.have thoroughly analyzed

[4, 5]. Their analysis also is limited to small sensor separations,

and their criterion for degradation of coh2rence is not quantitatively

related to array gain. Beran and McCoy [6,7] .have done analyses of

coherence in ocean channels using the mutual coherence function.

Again their work is limited to plane wave propagation within the

correlation distance of the fluctuations.

There are two maj.r differences between all known previous work

and the results to be presented here; the former have all been limit-

ed to the case in which the sensor separations are small enough that

they are within the correlation distance of the random fluctuations,

and each ray defines a plane wave arrival across the sensors. The re-

sults in this dissertation apply when the receivers have uncorrelated

fluctuations, and each may even receive an entirely different multipath

field.
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4.2 DERIVATION OF THE IULTIPATH COHERENCE FUNCTION

Quantitatively, the coherence function can be defined in terms

of the power spectral densities of the received signals, using the

stochastic time varying channel approach [8, 9, 10). Consider a

point source radiating a signal s(t) with spectrum S(w) which propa-

gates through two linear, random multipath channels as shown in

Fig. 4.1. Since the channels are time dispersive, the impulse re-

sponse is of the form'

K
h(t) = 6 A(t-Tk) (4.1)

k=1

in which K is the number of ray arrivals, A is the amplitude of a

....andT 0#-.. . .. .... .4 ranoufluctuations ich are

slowly varying compared to signal duration time and travel time.

The transfer function is proportional to

K -jwTk .
H(w)= Ake (4.2)

k!1

The resulting output spectra at sensors m and n are

: i S (W) H m(W)S(W) (4.3) : -

and t

S (W) = H ( )S(), (4.4)

*This insures that the source is coherent.
tReflection phase shifts have boext onritted. They will only affect the
exact locations of cohercnt frequencies (Section 5.2.4) which must be
found by measurement.
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in which 11 () and H (w) may be different.

It is desired to coherently combine the received signals

SM (w) and Sn (w). A measure of the ability to do zo is given by tha

spectral coherence defined in Section 2.4 as

= G (w) (2.35)
YSmn (

VG (w)G (W)m n

Since the complex transfer functions of the channels are random, it can

easily be shown that

G (w) = (W)Hn(W) G(w) (4.5)

and G (w)= <Ii (w)l G(w) (4.6)

where K'> denotes an average over an ensemble of random processes
as described in Section 3.1, and G(w) is the power spectral density

of the input signal, s(t). The coherence can then be written as

______<H (W) H(w)> 0(W)

<~n I1(WJ)>/11 * s)12 G (W) (4.7)

The doherence therere is independent of the input signal and depends

only on the properties of the channel. If the random transfer functions

of the channels are independent, the multipIL& coherence function can -

be wiritten as
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m n
S -,(4.8)

where ymM and yn(w) wll be called the auto-coherences.

The significance of this result is very important. First, it

demonstrates the existence of partial coherence when the channels are

uncorrelated. Second, the convenient factorization into two auto-

coherences allows each channel to be analyzed independently of all the

others. This implies that, for an array of N receivers, only N auto-

coherences must be computed to completely determine array gain. This

J N(N-l)
can represent a great savings compared to the computation of 2 2!

much more complicated pairwise coheren;es if the channels are n-t *

independent. Although the most important oceauographic fluctuations,

i.e. internal waves, are independent among receivers of a VLA, the

MCF can easily be generalized to include an additional type of

fluctuation which may have some degree of correlation between cLannels

e.g. internal tides. The effect of this generalization will be the

addition of a third factor to the MCF which is the coherence due to

the correlated fluctuations alone.

The random travel time of a ray will now be written in terms-of.

its components as

Tk T04t-L,+tT, ray k (4.9)

identified as:

77~ 'X
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Tko- the nominal travel time of the. ray in the absence

of any fluctuations.

tk- a zero-mean fluctuation which is independent and

identically dLitributed among the rays of a chan-

nel and uncorrelated between channels.

t T - a fluctuation which is completely correlated among

rays of a channel, having the same value for each

ray; t~here may be some degree of correlation between

cbAnnels, and it is independent of the fluctuation

*Ilk

The transfer: functions of the two channels are therefore

(w) k0 e M. km Tm (4.10)
k=l

kOn t4'taTn f

The numerato.r of the 140F is then

kM nI kZ kn n
L. L WJ

[AR (W) (4.12)) W)(A II(
SIn

4,m 
m .. n k k

-- L

<e - ~
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where 1o(w) and 1nO (w) are che normalized transfer functions in

the absence of fluctuations, and c Mw is the characteristic func-

tion of t m. Similarly,

L with an analogous expression for channel it. Th - ratio of coherent

El • el intensity to incoherent field intensity is the quantity i iJ<m) /( W) en the ray amplitudes are equal, this ratio is

k k

equal to K the number of rays in ch-annel m. Henceforth, the para-

rmeter K will be substituted, with the understanding that it designates
M

* this ratio when :he amplitudes are unequol. The square magnitude of

the MCF can then be written as

Iy~w)2 2n 2r m (W)n12'ki

where ymM) yn(w) are the auto-coherences. It is shown in the

i appendix that each of these factors has an envel.ope given by :

.n _ ( ) 121]c2 K .,,,. ((1)

1+l+K -lH 1([w)
M mom W n W

I w)121 Y W)1
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The complete MCF is therefore

2 F 2w

~~smn WinK)C (W)i 1w L+Kn-c~ln() c)

y~nW H m (W) n (4. 6

31+(K 1)cl,,(w) .+K 1 W

2 ~Snn ~~T'M(4.17)-

(W) YWlJ n (4.18)m

thatct of corthe rando fluctuaions isb nlye neenetyo

Y Cmn YYj (4.1)

]~ ~ i andc the effct of eemnic ultipraltathintrornc is

Y= Y* (4.20)

A~~~~n the rguet of teministhic misth ierernse difrnes ee

j two received signals, is given by the phase of 'yadded to that of

'IT
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The characteristics of the individual coherence factors will

be analyzed in Chapter 5.

4.3 EXTENSION TO SOURCES SEPARA!TED IN SPACE/TIME

The preceding section has derived the MCF for a fixed source

location. An extension of the analysis to include scanning to a

different location at a later time will introduce additional coher-

ence factors due to the effects of randomness in the scanning channel.

The VLA system design procedure discussed in Sections 1.1 and 3.1

requires the use of a known beacon source upon which the array can

initially focus due to the unknown multipath structure and unknown

phase of each ray due to the initial state of random fluctuations.

The source-receiver configuration for scanning is illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. From a beacon source at locaticn y and time t, the

sensor at x receives a signal proportional to the transfer function

of the channel, denoted by

H(Wx,yt) )e j V ( ' C' y ' t) (4.21)

and the sensor at x + C" receives

It is desired to form a VLA by focusing the receivers on the known

source at y, t, and then scanning for an unknown source at 4- , t+r.

Each receiver cophases for the beacon source by using a matched
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POINT SOURCE

~i ~ RANDOM CHANNELS H2 (Wi)

2I

Fig. 4.1 Random channel representation.

SCAN LOCATION

BEACON

* ~~ x RECEIVERS

Fig. 4.2 Source-rcecivc'r configuration for scanning.
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Jfilter, so that the received signals are then proportional to
H(w,x,y,t)ll (wJ,x,y,t) (4.23)

and

H(w. +E,y,t)H (w,x+g,y,t) .(4.24)

The signals from the unknown source at 7-171 at time t+T, are

H(w,x,y+j,t+T) A(w,x,y+n t+r)e~()~~ltt (4.25)

and

H(Wj,4,y+,t+T) =A(w$7,71:n, t+tC)e~,+,~ltt (4.26)

After cophasing for the source at y and applying phase shifts to

scan to y+rh t+T, the signals received from the unknownm source are

H(W, X, Y4l, t iT) H*(w, -X, ,t) ei(X2fltC (4.27)

and

l(W,xf,Y+, 't+t)1I (w,74 ,y, t)eJ' uix~yftt (4.28) *

The total phase of (4.27) is

x ~, ~t) + '(w,X, Y+rj, t+T). (4.29)

The first two terms in (4i.29) ire random variaibles; the term

*t (W,y,y4-r,t+tr) is the deterinistic and] yet unknown average p"Inse
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shift necessary for scanning. The quaitity

'(w, ,xy+n, t+T) - 4'(w,x+ ,y+n,t+T) (4.30)

will be found to be the negative of the phase of the coherence func-

H tion.
The transfer functions for the scan channels after cophasing

for the beacon source are

(W IM W (4.31)

and

f(W) H '()H (&) (4.32)

where the subscripts m and n denote sensors at x and x+I-, respectively,

and the prima denotes the scan channels, i.e.

K_m -jWTm

H () =H(w,x,y,t) = Are (4.33)
Dl k=1

Km -jwTm
IV (0)) H(w,x y4ft+T) = k ,e (4.34)m k=l I

K
n -JwTk

H (Wi) = l(W,x+,y,t) = Ain e  (4.35)
nk=l

Kn -j0TIn
H'(W) = "(n'x+Y+n't+ ) A a (4.36)

The MCF for scanning in space and time is tow
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j~~~ (..&m wL~n >~

Kh2 •Iw (.(w ) 2K

Li.3.1 DISCUSSION OF SCANNING ClHANNEL

The extension to scanning introduces the remaining type of

acoustic fluctuation, that due to spatially varying mnultipath inter-

ference as discussed in Section 3.2.1.

In order to determine this effect on scanning, the following

scan channel model will be postulated. The scanning geometry is

-' depicted in Fig. 4.3, in which S is the linear horizontal scan dis-

*tance from tie beacon to a new source location. The components

along the new source-receiver paths are designated x and x , andm iI
correspond to the changes in source range due to scanning. As 1 postulated in Section 3.1, S the correlation distance of

the large scale, long period environmental fluctuations. The

deterministic utipath field in s the sne othe smaller scale

environmental fluctuations can then be considered as azimuthally

isotropic for a given receiver. As prescribed in Section 3.2.1, the

same rays are received throughout the scan area, and the require-

ment that each ray descrihes a plane wave with the same arrival

angle throughout the scan area is satisfied if

4N
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m m in
BEACON

n n

in n m n

R 

R

RECEIVERS

Fig. 4.3 Scanning geometry.
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for each receiver. Also, the relative amplitudes of the rays do

not vary with changes in source range due to scanning if the above

condition is valid [11].

With this realistic model, then, the total ray travel time for

each channel can be decomposed as follows (the subscript m or n is

implied):

beacon channel

T k To + tWk + tT, ray k (4.39)

identified as

0 - nominal travel t_-.e defined in Section 4.2.'kO

t TA - the fluctuation described in Section 4.2 which is indepen-

dent and identically distributed among the rays of the

beacon channel, and uncorrelated between receivers. It is

now assumed that it is a zero-mean Gaussian random process

with the following characteristics:

011> = 0, kA.. or re#n; (4.40)

t2km 2 for all k, m. (4.41)

t_ - the correlated fluctuaticn defined in Section 4.2.

scan channel 4,

T = V'1 ,0  - t'fl, + t'T

To T t' ray k' (4.42)
WO0 TkO ~t
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identified as

T'k, - the nominal travel time in scan channel.

Tk, 0  - the component of T' which is the nominal travel time

of ray k' in the beacon channel.

tSk'  - the additional travel time in the scan channel due to a

change, x, in the source range, definod in Section 3.2.1

as

t =k XOS, (4.43)

cskk

The 0k, were assumed to be independent random samples from

the same distribution. An additional assumption is now

made that the arrival angles are independent between re-

ceivers. This is reasonable, since widely spaced sensors

receive entirely different multipath fields. The ray

arrivals are not plane waves across the receivers, and the

nominal travei times also differ due to the larger scale

fluctuations (note that no restriction was made on receiver

spacing with respect to the larger scale fluctuations;

due to the large time scale, they are frozen for all time

parameters of relevance in this problem, and can therefore

be considered as deterministic, contributing only to the

nominal travel times).

' 1  - the f].uctuation described previously. However it may now

be correlated with the fluctuation of ray k' in the beacon
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channel of the same receiver if the scan distance is
small. With the Gaussian assumption, its characteristics
can be summarized in terms of rms val-ies and its

correlation coefficient as

<t~l(ImtWqn> 0, k'#92 or mmj; (4.44)

for all k', m. (4.45)

p ) f or all k', m. (4.47)

t -T the fluctuation which is correlated amiong rays of the scan

channel. Since there may be a correlation between receivers,

this implies that there may also be a correlation between

thi. scan channel and beacon channel, since scan distance

wiill generally be smaller than receiver separation.

4.*3.2 DERIVATION OF THE COHERENCE FUNCTION

From (4.31), (4.32), and (4.37) the numerator of the MCF is

H~ H*> Ki ~ I'i (4.48)

Substituting the transfer functions from (4.33) -(4.36) yields

the expressions

in I 10.k'rIt' n-T (m)(4.49)

k k"'

A17,.
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n n
H'* in H AA 2 , exp n(T -T) (4.50)
n n n Ini

The expected value in (4.48) will then be

<HJ~> H[ JX'jA, A,, At At, 'exp-jw[T' t , -Tkm-T', +T ] .

kk , L (4.51)

Expanding the exponential into its components gives

exp-jw[(T n+T.-n) >m
exr.-JW(' -Texpjw~t -t exp-W-McosOkm

X

Tm-Tm tTnT

Denoting the three factors on the above lines by ak'km' 9am

then

<'f"/ (- mAm m( A2, A9. ,  1)Z a (4,53)akk' , in dan Z')mn "
kk' m '.m

The first component factor of ak , contains the phase due to the S

nominal travcl times of channel m, the second due to uncorrelated

ray fluctuations, and the last due to spatial variations in scan-

ning; the same description applies to the factors of a for

I
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channel n. The factor ym contains the effect of fluctuations

which are correlated between channels m and n, including the scan

channels.
Consider now the expansion of (4.51) due to the first factor

JA A exp-j(T' -T) exp-jw(t'-t 01x-j -- ~cose,
k lu k mk 'Om 16U N k mwk ,' ck/k'k '-

(4.54)

The first expected valu. is

1 2
<ex-jwt~km - wk) exp <(-lk'

exP - D'(ST) , k'=k (4.55)

1 2(4)'2 + t2.) k'#k
exp- m m

in which D'(ST) is the structure function of t defined as

)2 - 2p(S,r)q, (D' + ,(4.56)

D'(S,) (4.52
m m M m m .

where p(S,T) is the correlation coefficient from (4.47). The

characteristic functions are

c (W) <xp-r.;.?- Cosa~ (4.57)

CW) exp - 12 (4.58)

3. 2,22
cl, exp - 1; m (4.59)

in
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so that (4.54) becomes

C (exp, -L. 2D,(' s,)j. + c cjAtep-wTj
Sm 2 m m Sm OMi ~k # A ~ ~ k~m

(4.60) '

An important simplification can be made if it can be assumed 'that

scan distance and time are greater than the correlation distance

and time of t, i.e., S > Land T > To, so that p(S,T) =0. In

Chapter 5, tk will be identified with internal wave fluctuations,

for which L .6.4 km and To=1.6 hr [4). Sin~ce the primary

interest of this study is for scan distances and times greater than

these values, it will be assumed that p(S,T)-O. (This point will be

discussed further in Chapter 5.) W~ith th-is simplification then

exp -w oD.(S,T) =exp 4- 2 c clc (4.61)

so that (4.60) becomes

cScwm CC k)IHO m = [cJ1IHi[1c(A m l (4.62)

which has been factored into separate terms for the beacon and scan -'-'

channels and where H is the normalized transfer function of channel

m in the absence of fluctuations, as defined in (4.12).

The result for the second factor of (4.52) is derived in ain

identical manner. The complete result for the numerator of the MCF is
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K k (4.64)

With the assumption made above that p(S,T) =0, the magnitudes of

the trnserf nction>s< are nd21nd 1 btwee>th beacon channel

and scan channel, so that

/ <IH~.(4.65)

The square o.f the first factor of (4.65) is equation (4.13),

= kA,) [X )I "MOI2  .A)c ,,, (4.13)
Nm/k k

*and a similar derivation for the scan channel yields

KIK> = ,km+ I k' m k (.6

'The expressions for <1II. and <11' 2  are analogous.

The final result can now be written as a cbmposite of five

factI s

Y~~ * YY

Snin~~~-' inmn m (.7
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in which the prime denotes the auto-coherence for the scan

channel. As in (4.14), the substitution K (JAK) /(IA) is

-made for each auto-coherence factbr. Using the envelope approxi-

mation, the results are

2

mYm 2 ~ I', Y* h(.8

L+(K _l)clm] IL0O Wm .(6

L K1IcSm, 2 c~,S. 0

_ _ _ _ -iii I 1'[1+:K > c c2 a

M +

The solution to an ex:tremely complex problem has been reduced to a

composite of strikingly simple factors, with no restrictive

osm
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assumptions or approximations. Equations (4.67)-(4.72) are the

most important results of this work.

The first important feature of this solution is that it includesH the MCF without scanning developed in Section 4.2 as a special case.

That solution is obtained by setting all primed auto-coherences to

unity, and omitting the primed fluc-tations from Y (The result-

ant phase of the multipath transfer functions does not appear now

since the beacon is used as a focus; also, the former solution

cannot be found by letting S-*O, since it was assumed that S>L0 , which

makes the scan channel and beacon channel independent.)

The first auto-coherence factor, equation (4.68), is a composite

of the effects of uncorrelated ray fluctuations and frequency select-

ive fading in beacon channel m. Equation (4.69) is the auto-coherence

for scan channel m. The additional effect of fluctuations due to

spatially varying multipath interference now multiplies the effect

of uncorrelated fluctuations. The phase of y' 'Sm' 4 Sm' is the average

phase difference between the scan location and the beacon. It is the

primary component of the phase shift for receiver m which will ba re-

quired for scanning. The auto-coherence factor due to frequency

selective fading is the same as that for the beacon channel, since it

has been stipulated that the multipath field is azimuthally isotropic-N

over small bcan distances. The resulting effect is that the

extension to scanning has squared the coherence due to frequency

selective multipath interference. However, it will be seen in Chapter

that this has no degrading effect at coherent frequencies.

, n pr, +
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The auto-coherences for channel n have the same interpretation

as above. The last factor of the MCF is the cohference due to

fluctuations which have some correlation among the channels, and

which will be developed in Chapter 5. The phase of this term is an

additional phase difference between channels m and n required for

scanning.

Th e convenient factorization of the MCF into eight auto-coherence

functions and d coherence due to correlated fluctuations allows group-

ing of terms to determine relative effects of various combinations.

To study the relative contribution of scanning to coherence, write

(Srx (myn M m

Y (4.73)
mnymnyTmn

and y' can be compared to yn. The relative contribution of each

receiver channel is similarly determined from

YSmh Ymm (Ynyn) YTmn

= ' (4.74)

by comparing y to yn" The most important simplification is the

separation of the effect of random fluctuations from that of frequehcy

selective multipath interference by writing
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YSmn (yw w, SmywnW, SnyTmn) 2lm)

-(U, (4.75)

The value of this factorization is that, since the effect of random-

ness forms an envelope of the MCF and is a monotonically decreasing

function of frequency, it enables a prediction of maximum coherent

frequencies: without knowledge of the particular multipath structure

or its frequency selective coherence function, (W).

4.4 SIUhMIARY F
This chapter is the most important, and the theory presented

provides the basis for the rest of the dissertation. The theory of

the multipath coherence function has been developed based upon a

formulation of the spectral coherence function in terms of the random

multipath channel transfer functions. This has shown that the MCF

is independent of the signal source, and depends only on the

characteristics of the channel. It therefore applies equally well

for narrow band or broad band, random or deterministic signals, at

each frequency in the source spectrum.

Due to the stochastic independence of channels, the MCF factors

conveniently into two auto-coherences. The value of this factoriza-

tion is that each channel can be analyzed independently, rather than

computing non-separable coherences for all pairwise combinations

of receivers.

:
! ,'
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The'IICF has been formulated to consider the two types of

environmental fluctuations: those which cause uncorrelated ray

fluctiidtions and those which cause correlated fluctuations. The

MCF'has been generalized to include the latter type as a cause of

acoustic fluctuations which may be partially correlated between

receavers.

The next important development is. the envelope approximation,

whereby each auto-coherence factors into fwo coherence terms, one-

for the effects of random fluctuations alone, and the other for

frequency selective multipath interference. This allows computa-

tion of maximum coherent frequc.Cy independent of the multipath

configuration.

The generalization of the MCF to include the effects of scan-

ning introdu:ed another type of acoustic fluctuation, that due to

spatially varying multipath interference. This fluctuation was

accounted for by applying a stochastic model to the ray arrival

angles. Due to the weak assumption that scan distance'and time were

larger than the corresponding correlations of environmental fluctua-

tions, the 11CF could again be factored into separate coherence

functions for the scan channel and beacon channel. The resulting

generalized MCF is a concise mathematical expression composed of

simple factors which allow any single coherence term to be analyzed

separately.

The remaining task to be performed in Chapter 5 is the

a'.,,WIN
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specification of -the MCF paramet~ers in terms of .real oceanographic

fluctuations. -The parameters of -environmentally caused fluctuations

wi1 be derived from the theory of internal waves and tides, and -the

'effects of both spatial and frequency selective multipath interference

wilbe determined from realistic models of the underwater channel. -

howve it must be emphasized that the results of this chapter, the

most important. of which are equations (4.67) - (4.72), do not depend

upon the presently ktnown types of real oceanographic fluctuations and

their actual. stochastic parameters, but only requ-ire that they be

classified as described in Section 4.3.1. Should future oceanographic

developments provide an update of the present state of knowledge, the

model will still be completely applicable.
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CHAPTER 5

liThE COHERENCE' FUNCTION IN TERMS" OF THE OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

I In Chapter 4 the general form of the MCF was derived for beam-

forming and scanning in multipath channels. The travel time

fluctuations in" the ray paths were defined in terms of their general

stochastic-characteristics, but their parameters were not specified

in terms of environmental fluctuations.

Chapter 3 identified the four primary types of oceanographic

fluctuations which affect coherence: spatial variations due to

multipath interference, internal waves, internal tides, and frequency

selective multipath interference. The first three types cause

travel time fluctuations in the ray paths, and the stochastic para-

meters of these fluctuations-were specified. It now remains to

identify these fluctuations with those of the MCF developed in

Chapter 4 in order to determine-signal coherence in real ocean chan-

nels.

The travel time of a ray in the beacon channel was decomposed as

Tk TkO 4tW.,+tr, ray k . (4.39)

In terms of oceanographic fluctuations they are identified as

Tk0  nominal. travel time affecting frequency selective

multipnth interference.

94
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- fluctuation duo to intern~l -wavesi

tT - fluctuation due to Thfternal tides.

In the scan channel

Tlt T~t

k'O. 'O Sk', ray k , (4.42)

and there -is an additional fluctuation,

S' fluctuation in scannihg causing spatial variations due

to multipath initerference.

The effect of each of these fluctuations on coherence will be deter-

mined in the following sections.

5.2 EFFECT ON COHERENCE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC *FLUCTUATIONS

The system geometry for scanning awiay from a beaconi using a

two-receiver array was described in Section 4.3.1-and illustrated in

Fig. 4.3. The purpose of this section is to determine the MOF

Tuin Y~'.Y1'4M MY~h'WY1W, n 1 nYTmn

where the individual auto-coherence factors were defined in (4.68)-

(4.72). In. terms of oceanographic fluctuations they are now

identified as

wm- ef fect of internal waves in channel f rois -beacon t6

receiver th.

y -efect of frequency selective w;ultipath interference in

4 -~/W.
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beacon channel to receiver m.

y, - effect of internal waves and spatial variations due

to multipath interference in scan channel to receiver m.

The : -iieffect of internal tides in beacon channels and scan

channels to both receivers m and n.

The remaining factors in (5.1) have corresponding definitions for

receiver n or for the scan channel (denoted by a prime). The con-

tribution of edch type of fluctuation to the MCF and its relative

importance will now be determined in terms of 'its respective auto-

coherence factor.

5.2.1 INTERNAL IVES

A basic premise of. this work has been that the receivers are

separated by such large distances that travel time fluctuations

induced by internal waves are independent between them. In Section

4.3.2 it was further assumed that-horizontal scan distance, S, and

scan time, T, are larger than the corresponding correlation distance

and time of the fluctuations, so that the fluctuations in the scan

channel are independent of those in the beacon channel. In Section

32.2 the correlation coefficient was given as

p(S,T) =1- l[.) k + .6 r(3.12)

and is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. From this equation the scan dis-

tance S for which tfic beacon and scan channels are independent can
A

-7 7 Z7,
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be determined for a given time T from. initial focus on the beacon.

The auto-coherence due to internal waves in each beacon

channel is of the form

* (5.2)

WW
In Section 4.3.2 the characteristic function was shoin to be

ew = xp(- 02 (5.3)

as ii5 shown in Fig. 5.2 as a function of f1. The mean square travel

time fluctuations were given as

02 (3.4xl0-Ssec 2km-)R, steep ray; (3.9)

02  (6.8xl0sec km-)R. axis ray, (3.10)

and are showm in Fig. 5.3.

With these equations the auto-coherence due to internal waves

for each channel can be computed as a function of acoustic frequency

and the range to the beacon from each receiver. Fig. 5.4 illustrates

a typical variation of YW with beacon range, and the attenuation with

acoustic frequency is depicted in Fig. 5.5. Both computations assume

steep rays using (3.10) and the ray parameter is K 4.

5.2.2 SPATIAL VARIATIONS DUE TO MULTIPATI! INTERFERENCE

The effect of spatial variations due to scanning for each channel

!i/
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Fig. 5.1 Scan distance and scan time for uncorrelated internal
wave fluctuations.
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Fig. 5.2 Charactcristic functiont for int~crnal wavd fluctuations.14. 7
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is determined from

~1KjcIcW~ e S (5.4)

The characteristic function for the spatial variations,

* was developed in Sdetion 3.2.1 and can be written in terms of the

wavenumber, koo as

CS ~ l(k 0XOF) exp j [k x+ -itan-' (k xa~j (5.6)

The magnitude of a. consists of the first factor. Fig. 5.6,shows the

variation of Jcjwith 1xj/X for characteristic values of the ray

spread, a.

In Section 5.2.3 it is shown that internal tides have no effect

on average signal. phase. Therefore the termi is the total iverage

phase change for one receiver channel due to scanning away from the

beacon. in (5.6) it is seen to consist of two terms. The first

terrniis the linear cornpon.-.:t, -kdx. The second component is due 'to

the ray spread. Note that ~(-x) = 4(x), The phase with the

I. -

yIJU--~- 
-
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Fig. 5.5 Frequency variation of internal wave auto-coherence.
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Fig. 5.6 Characteristic functiLon for s-patial iultipath interfer-
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linear component, removed is illustrated as a function of x/X in

Xig. 5.7 for characteristic ray spreads.

The coherence y. also includes the effect of internal waves
c~,ai cs s

in the scan channel. For the purpose of comparison with y the

wWcharacteristic function cW' s set equal to untyand

KlY~s (5.7) _

S+(Kl)IcsI2]

is computed. Assuming a ray spread a 20, the variation of I I

is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 as a function of lxi, and in Fig. 5.9

as a function of frequency. Note the larger rate of attenuation

of IYSI with range and frequency compared to that of YW in Figs. 5.4

and 5.5. This indicates that for a given increase in range due

to scanning, the decrease in .IYS is much more severe Z.han the

corresponding decrease in yW, and is the limiting factor in scanning

ability. Since x is the change in range due to scanning, it can

also be concluded that the maximum limitation on scanning is in the

direction of the propagation path from beacon to receiver. In a

direction perpendicular to this path the change in range is much

less so that there is less limitation on scanning.

* ' 4;,

7-'

- 4K>Nit-
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5.2.3 INTERNAL TIDES

The effect of internal tides on coherence is described by

The travel time of an axis ray from source to receiver in the

presence of internal tides was derived in Section 3.2.3 as

T=T ~ Mooc sin(k Rcosp/2)~
T60  cU sin(w T tkTRcos /2) (k Ro./2)~- (3.18)

where T0 , R/co. The travel time fluctuation due to internal tides

is the same for each ray [1) so that the resul~ts for an axis ray are

used.

Consider the simplified source-receiver configuration shown in

Fig. 5.10. Two sensors separated by a distance Rare located on a

baseline perpendicular to the direction of itternal tide propagattion

(e.g., on a continental shelf). A beacon is l~ocated equidistant fromh

Lwo receivers at a range R. At time t, the travel times to t1be

two sensors are

2AC sin(k R cos4 /2)

T0[ c sin -~tk R cos' /2)

=T 0 (1-A) (5.9)

MO in

~ ~ .V
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X= x'=00 1K1
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Fig. 5.9 Frequency variation of auto-coherence due to spatial
multipath interference.
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Fig. 5.10 Source-ircceiver configur:ition for internal tide
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[2Ac , sin (k Rnc os /2)]

11 n k~os)2 (5.10)

The travel times from the scan location at (S,O), at some later time

t +F Tareq

2Ac sin (kTRcosl'/2) J

Ts T0 1 0 -in w(t+tV)-k R'cos4'/2] (k R'o ,'2
M~~~ ~ m W TMI

V~ (1-A') (5.11)MO m

and

2&c sink CkR'cos~P'f2)

n ocO T t~~T ncosn/ (kTRcosoni/2)I;

'(1-A') ,(5.12)

The travel time fluctuations due to the internal tide are

R
c n

t2 A
C0
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But t~,11  t~n so that

At Tm tn (5.14)

It is also true that

R'cos ' R'cos ' =R +SsinQ
nl n1 ID 0

80T

At (T (o sn [WT (t+T)- kT CRo+Ssine)J 1 TROSiO/

0 ~ iT(oSsn)]

(5.15)

Here the quanatity AR mnis the range difference

AR -R
rain m n (5.16)

/(R+SsinO)+(! +Scoso)2 - /Rd+SsiiQ) 2 +Rs 2So

the effect on coherence is given by the factor

Tm Kei t> (5.17)

which will denote an ensemble average over al tImeo inta fcu

on the beacon 0 < t <-2r/w, i.e.
[V

21r/WT

<JT 2r e dt (5~.18),-~

M "A
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Writing the phase as

W t a sin[ (t+ -  (5.19)

the,

"" 2iritAi

e =- e  dt

(5.20)

. = J70(a)

00
in which J 0 is the zero order Bessel function. The complete effect

on ccherence bctwcc. c.... - and n, dtc to internal tides, s

therefore given by the expression

AltA sintk (Rd+SsinO)/2]-w J6 'W2ACO :amnT

0 I c0  (k (Ro±Ssinue)/21-LA k (5.21)

The only assumption which has been made in this derivation is that
Ac/c 0 << I (a characteristic value for Aco/c0 due o internal tides

is 10"), Since is real, it makes no contribution to the
YTmn

average phase difference between the signals.

It is important to analyzo the physical significance of this re-

suit. For this purpose, assume that the scan distance S << R It

can then be shown that

77M
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AR 2Scose (5.22)

The coherence then becomes

t co 4CRC sin(kT R 0/2)
J0 t 0°. 4R/~)

(5.23)

First, there. is a noticeable absence of.dependence-on the time

difference, T. This is explained by the Eact that the bulk time de-

lays are equal for the first source location. If they were not

chosen to be equal, tle mathemat~cs would becomd unwieldy, but it

can be shown that, in general, the effect on coherence would be a

d6pendence ca a sinusoidal function of w T . This would cause the

;coherence to oscillate between unity and some minimum value deter-

mine& by lhe other parameters. The configuration considered here

corresponds to the minimum va~ue.

The manner of dependence of y on the quantities w and
Tmn

(Aco/c0 ) is obvious. The effect of the quantity ScosO is interest-

ing: the coherence depends primarily on the component of scan dis-

tance perpendicular to the tide normal. This is consistent with the I
previous observation that the maximum effect on phase fluctuations

is when ray prepagation is perpendicular to the direction of the

tide.

, .M
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-As the quantity R /Rs becomes large, the difference in travel• , , . ~0 S , ,

time between the two sensor channels for a:cnstant scan distance

S becomes small, causing coherence to increase. Likewise, as

R IX increases, coherence increases. The explanation for this is
0' T

the fact that, since R0 Is the component of the ray paths in the

direction'of the internal tide propagation, as RO /T becomes large

the ray travels through a lacger number of periods of the internal

tide, and the positive and negative Variations of ,the sound speed

variations tenid, to average out to zero. Note that. when the ray

has travelled through an integer number of periods of .the internal

tide, the sound speed variations-are completely cancelled out, and

coherence becomes unity, i.e.,

sin (kTR/2) R

=0, f6r . =1,2, ...... .(k T R0/2)-

This is, of course, exactly true only for axial rays as considered

here; however it can be concluded that, in general, coherence is-

greater when acostic propagation is in the direction of the internal

tide.

The coherence, Y is plotted in Fig. 5.11 zs a function of-

wST where

[Mc, AR:~ ( sin [k.1,(R +SsinO)/2] (.5

is the tavel tim ~ ~ 0 ) [k (RO+~n) 2

is he ravl ttnevaria1tion due to tha interk~1 tide. In the dtep

• .I
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ocean it has been found that the 4m internal tide is predominant.

For a typical sound speed profile 'vith the sound axis at a depth

of 1200m, reference [2] gives the sound speed variation as

pared t.2ow terna wavespndin patia utioan ofSintfere istnce

The ffect0 n S 5 m ofd frqunc selecti e d vtialu ineferne onteR
00

AC /csol esb t mt mtein (5.26).

Theinivdua anteuto-coherced harte, form lb sonnSeto

5.what isra tes ohalied ansigber functon o herecnel inm

The b ec of reuency uctu ti.Te efftit infenc onh tota

coherincgisesn by emndt ssmn swhc riewt

Tel iiiduan auochnd e qal amltues forln[]hery

arrie ov (wnit)vlo im hc is the torameedtrspfrrencid of the anliOMK
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Fig. 5.12 Travel time fluettuation duec to lin amplitude internal
tide.
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channeli anid T is. the bulk time delay of the channel as depicted

in Fig. 5.13. The autb-coherence *yll(w) is easily found to bef

sin(wT /2)

Y11 Ksin(ukTS/2K) *(.8

The periodic lobe structure of this function determines the actual

coherent frequencies, i.e.$ the frequencies of the primary maxima

of the structure where

w 3T 5 -2nrK,

fK n 1, 2, too . (5.29)
n S

As the time spread of the channel increases f or a given number of

rays, there is an increasing number of coherent frequencies in aj

gitven bandwidth. This is the case for ii%creasing source range.

Also for a constant value of TS, the spacing- :'etween. coherent

frequencies increases as K increases, as would occur upon entering

a convergence zone. Also, if the time spread is proportional to the

nupiber of rays, the location of coherent frequencies does not clhange.

The coherence bandwidth centered on f is determined by
n

*~~ Af -(5.30)

S

For ongrane popaatin, s i on he rde ofcecnds soth7
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Af is. generally less than I1iz. - Although exact only 'for ray arrivals

which are equily spaced "on the time axis, (5.29) and (5.30) are

reasonable order of magnitude estimates for arbitrary multipath

fields,° given K and T (see footnote to (4.1)).
S

The effect of scanning is to square the auto-coherence factor

for each channel so that

Y11M IR 0M(5.31)

The effect of squaring this factor is to narrow the peaks and widen

the nulls of the interference pattern causing an effective decrease

in the coherent bandwidth to

.Af = -- . (5.32)
2T

However there is no effect exactly at the peaks of the pattern, and

coherent frequencies will remain £he same,

The total coherence is

Y O () 1[2 111 () o12 (5.33)

Since receivers spaced by large distances may receive entirely dif-

ferent multipath fic'.ds, the resulting coherent or partially coherent

frequencies must be computed by multiplying the coherence factors for

each receiver as indicated by. (5.33), ilowever if the sdnsors receive
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identical multipath fields, the coherent frequencies remain the

same, but the coherent bandwidth is reduced to

A T1 (5.34)4T 
S

An example of the variation of Y, with frequency for identical

multipath fields with K = 4 and TS 
= 4 sec is illustrated in

Fig. 5.14. For these parameters it is found that f = 1 Hz,
n A

2 Hz, ... , and Af .0625 Hz.

5.3 THE COMPLETE MULTIPATH COHERENCE FUNCTION

The previous sections have presented the effects of the individual

oceanographic fluctuations on their respective auto-conerence factors,

It now remains to compare the various effects and to determine their

combined effect on coherence. A summary is then given with respect

to the application of these results to the computation of coherence.

5.3.1 COMBINED EFFECTS ON COHERENCE

In Section 4.3.2 the MCF was factored into an envelope due to

travel time fluctuations and a coherence term due to frequency select-

ive multipath interference which was written as

YSmn 14'{, S T)Y " (.75

Since the first factors, due to random travel tine fluctuations

alone, decrease monotonidally with frequency, it is appropriate that

J N
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Fig. 5.13 Temporal multipath configuration for 4 ray arrivals.
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Fig. 5.14 Auto-coherence due to frequency selective multipath.
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they be considered separately. The factor yM containing the

frequency selective effects on coherence gives the coherent

frequencies for which Y= 1.

The four components of the factor y all have the same

functional form written as

Y(e) [2+(5.]35)

and is shown in Fig. 5.15 for various values of K.

There is a subtle dependence on the ray parameter K (equal to

the number oE rays when they have equal amplitudes). Since this

form was obtained from the envelope approximation in Section 4.3.2,

each corresponding auto-coherence has a companion factor due to

frequency selective multipath interference. Consider a coherent

frequency of this factor obtained from Ohe equal time spacing formula-

tion, say f , and keep it constant while increasing K so that the

n

corresponding factor of yM equals unity. Since K satisfies
YMH

fT
- (5.36)
n

V

this can be accomplished by allowing K to increase by increasing TS .

From (5.35) it can be seen that the auto-coherence then increases

as K increascs. The exp!anation for this is that coherence is

,primarily determined by the variations of the resultant phase of a

single frequency component of each multipath signal. For a given

U' AQ
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phase variation, in'.the individual raysi 'as the number of independent

rays increases, the variation in the resultant phase decreases. This

phenomenon has actually been observed in convergence zones, i.e.,

where many ray paths converge in a focal zone [43.

The above effect must be carefully considered in analyzing the

effects of spatial variations due to multipath interference. Although

yw Swill increase with K when the other parameters are held constant,W, , "

the ray spread a may also increase due to the increase in the number

of rays, and this will cause a decrease in ' The relationship

between K and q should therefore be considered in computations ot

For the pur.pose of comparing the various effects on coherence,

the simplified geometry of Fig. 5.10 will be used. Each auto-coherence

term in (5.1.) due to random travel time fluctuations was computed as

a function of scan distance for e = 0 (perpendicular to RO) and

0 i ±900 (parallel to R0 ), which are the approximate directions of ex-

trema of the variations due to internal tides and spatial mul.tipath

interference. The ranges used are R = 250 lun and RS 
= 150 kin, the

multipath parameters are K = 16.and a = 20, and the acoustic. -

frequency is f = 50 Iz. Pigs. 5.16-5.18 show the results for scan

distances up to 50 km.

Fig. 5.17 illustrates the results for 0 0, which is the direc-

tion of the maximum effect of internal tides, and the approximate

minimir of spatial fluctuations. The solid lines are the approxlmate

region of validity of the assurption of independence between scan
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channel and beacon channel. The~dashed lines are extrapolated to

give the proper coherence of unity at S 0.

The highest coherence factor is yT n which remains at unity

thrcughout the entire scan distance. It was shown that the effect of

internal tides decreases with increasing range R0, while all other

effects increase. The conclusion is that internal tides have a

negligible effect on coherence for long range propagation and for

scan distances of this magnitude, and henceforth they may be ignored.

This result removes any restrictions on the system configuration or

its orientation with respect to the direction of internal tide

propagation as in Section 5.2.3. Furthermore it was shown in Section

5.2.3 that internal tides have no effect on coherence phase.

Next in value are the auto-coherencas due to internal waves in

the beacon channels, which are equal due to system geometry and do

not vary with scan distance.

The auto-coherences and ' due to the combined effectTheauo-cheencs WjSm YW, Sn

of internal waves and spatial multipath interference in the scan chan-

nels have the largest ef-fect on coherence. However 0 = 0* is the .'S*

direction of the approximate minimum effect of the spatial variations,

due to smaller chahges in range, so that total coherence should be

higher in this direction. The difference in the values of y'

a 'd ib due to differences in scanning ranges. The compositean W, Sn

CF, y is largest in the direction 0 00 so that this ia the

direct.i.on of largest s can distance for a constant coherence.

?A
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Fig. 5.16 demonstrates "coherehce for 8 +90*. The coherence

factors y_ , y. and y are the same as in Fig. 5.17. The increase

'in range for a ,given scan distance is the greatest in this direction. I
The effects of both the spatial variations and internal waves there-

fore are greater than in any other direction and the auto-coherences

and Y. (equal by symmetry) attain their absolute minimum

values. The MCF y is minimum in the direction 8 = +90* and scan-

ning ability is consequently the most limited.

Fig. 5.18 sh6ws the effect of scanning in. the direction 8 - -90*.

The effect of spatial variations is approximately the same as

0 +900 for a given S, but since range from the receivers to the

scan location is decreasing, the effect of internal waves is somewhat

less than e +900. This accounts for the slightly higher values of-

W,Sm and y causing a slight increase in the MCF, y However

for scan distances of the magnitude considered here, the difference

in the MCF between 0 = +90* and 8 = -90* is minimal and scanning
ability is approximately the same in these directions. ")

The average signal phase for each receiver channel varies as a

function of scan distance according to the change in source range.

Negative values of phase correspond to increases in source-receiver i

range relative to the beacon, and positive values indicate

decreases in range. The primary component of the phase is the linear

variation kox. It can be seen from (5.6) that for large values of

k01x102  the magnitude of the phase is. approx~Jnately S 0 4

The decrease in Rey when scanning wich the plane wave phasd k x

rather than (f is as large as l-cous .293.
S 44" L
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5 .3.2 Cdlf TATIoN OF TE QOIRNE UNCTION' i

The. purpose of this section is to summarize the procedure for

computation of the MCF. -It has been emphasized that the MCF can be

computed for all receiver pairs by the computation of only the auto-

coherence for each receiver. The following outline gives the pro-

cedure for computation of receiver auto-coherence, and the MCF for

each receiver pair is. computed by multiplying their auto-coherences.

Procedure

1. For a given sound speed profile, beacon depth, receiver

depth, range R to beacon, and frequency f, compute the

number of ray arrivals K', relative pressure amplitudes,

Ak, travel times, TkO, and arrival angles, ek (usually

from a ray tracing program)!

2. Compute the ray parameter

K=(kX1' ( KLJA} (5.37)
"I k\ ! 2

and estimate the rms ray arrival angle from

=- ,kX10k2] .- (5.38)

3. For given scan location determine new range to receiver,

R', and compute x = R'-R.

4. Determine I e(R) and ' = (R') from Fig. 5.3 or from

(3.9) and (3.1.0) for characteristic ray type in channel.

" .' 'i .... , ..... .. . ." . ... . .. "': ..... ... .... • ' : 4 '; a -:' : : - ' ; ' ; : ;< - -' ?' ' ' r ' ' - , ' ' "
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Find-c Cw w(f) iid cW' c w(f(D' -from Fig. 5.2 or

from (5.3).

S. petermie lCs.1 e from Fig. 5.76

or from (5.6).

6. From Fig. 3.15 or from (5M) compute (dW and -( :iS

S7. Determine the phase ¢S = (x / X 'C ) from Fig. 5.7'or

from. (5'. 6).•I }

8. If f is a coherent frequency ( = 1), -the complete

auto-coherence is

Yg W)Y(ej¢jlcsl)e .

Coherent frequencies are determined from

K -JTk0 K' -"

Ii 03 1 k k=1i IYAk =1 (5.39)

Th6 above prfocedure is performed for each receiver--channel. In

terms of these auto-coherences for N receivers, y m = 1,2, .... N,

the MCF for each pair of receivers is

T Smn = mn' m, n 1,2, .... N, m I$ n. (5.40)

5.4 SUM ARY -

This clhapter has presented the MCF in terms of real oceanographic

fluctitations, and has comparcd the effect of each tyne of fldctuation.

The condition fpr whi,h the scan channels ard independent, for

- - : -

- -. : . ,t . -
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internal wave fluctuations was shown to depend upon scan distance,

S, and scan time, T. For x - 0, p(S,T) = .5 for S - 6.4 km, so by

restricting the analysis to S > 6.4 km the channels can be considered

to be independent, and the time dependence can also be ignored. The

coherence due to internal wave fluctuations was shown to decrease

with both range and frequency and to increase with the number of rays.

Spatial fluctuations due to multipath interference were shown

to have thc most severe effect on scanning, and their effect is com-

bined with that of internal waves in the scan channel. Their effect

on coherence depends upon a difference in range to the receiver be-

tween the beacon and the scan location. This implies that the maximum

scanning ability is generally perpendicular to the direction from

receiver to Ieacon. Scanning is much more limited in the parallel

direction. The coherence decreases with increasing angular ray

spread, frequency, and scan distance; it increases with an increasing

number of rays within the same spread of arrival angles. The total

average signal phase to the scan location is determined by the spatial

fluctuations and each receiver uses this as an average phase shift

for scanning.

The cohcrence due to internal tides decreases with increasing

scan distance and frequency, but increases with range. However, the

effect of internal tides is negligible compared to the other effects

for the scan distances, ranges, cnd frequencies of interest here. 22

Internal tides also nave no effect on average signal phase.

' -41 U
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The above effects form a monotonically decreasing coherence

envelope of the effects of frequency selective multipath interference.

This latter effect depends upon the constructive and destructive inter-

ference of the rays as frequency varies. It can be stated in general

that the spacing between coherent frequencies decreases with increas-

ing time spread and decreasing number of rays, and that the coherence

bandwidth (about a coherent frequency) decreases with increasing time

spread. However, the exact interference pattern must be computed

from the ray amplitudes and travel times. The dependence of the

auto-coherence on Y. is determined by the location of the coherent

frequencies. Rather than compute Y, for an arbitrary frequency (since

Y may be low due to destructive interference), the approach taken has

been tc assume lozation at a coherent frequency so that 1. Since iim
there generally will be small spacings between coherent frequencies,

the preferred approach is to determine cohe.'ent frequencies from the

exact multipath summation, and to assume that the signal bandwidth is

large enough to include at least one colierent frequency. This fre-

quency is then used for computation of the coherence envelope. This

subject will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

The complete auto-coherence can be computed simply from the equa-

tions and figures given in this chapter. With the aid of a ray tracing

computer program or other data, the procedure of S(.ction 5.3.2 can

be used to predict the MCF.
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION TO A SUPERARRAY SYSTEM DESIGN

6.1 SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

Array processing was discussed in Chapter 2 and the VLA was com-

pared with a conventional array. In particular, a VLA of conventional

subarrays was discussed, and its advantages with respect to gain and

beam pattern were emphasized. In Chapter 5 the final formulation of

the MCF was presented in terms of known oceanographic fluctuations.

The purpose of this chapter is to apply the results derived from the

MCF to a VLA of subarrays.

Consider a system of NV widely spaced conventional subarrays,

each of which has NS sensors and beamwidth A8. A beacon is placed atS t*
B at the range R0 , and the beam of each subarray is scanned to this loca-

tion as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The beacon radiates a waveform which

enables each receiver to measure the impulse response of the channel.

WIth this information each receiver then focuses on the beacon as des-

cribed in Section 4.3. The pattern of the system then changes from the

independent patterns of the subarrays to the near field pattern of a

VLA with a high resolution, coherent focus on the beacon as shown in

Fig. 6.1(b). Any ambiguities in the VLA pattern'are limited to the

original area of intersection of the subarray beams. J '

At the beacon the cohcrence is unity for all subarray pairs, so

+i1
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that the VLA gain attains its maximum value, GV  NV . The goal is to

scan the superarray focus away from the beacon in search of an unknown

signal source while maintaining an acceptable value of gain. First

each subarray scans its beam to the location S as shown in Fig. 6.1(c).

To focus the superarray at S, the phase shift determined from (5.6) is

applied to the output of each subarray and the outputs are summed as

depicted in Fig. 6.1(d). The VLA gain at S is determined by the degrada-

tion of coherence due to the random fluctuations, as predicted by the

MCF. The superarray continues to scan away from the beacon until pair-

wise coherence decreases to such a value that there is no appreciable

gain.

Since it may be desirable to cover a larger area, it is necessary

to place other beacons to insure continuous coverage. Each beacon has

its own area of coverage, and the beacon locations are determined by the

size of these areas so that coverage is continubus. The procedure out--

lined above is then repeated for each beacon.

It is, of course, necessary that the required density of beacons

is practical for the given system specifications. One of the primary

purposes of this work is to provide a procedure for determining the

feasibility of a VLA system design for given acoustic parameters and

system geometry, within the limitations of the oceanographic fluctuations

considered here. It should be remembered that gdographic anomalies have

not been included as sources of fluctuations and will be a source of

further performance degradation.
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6.2 SYSTEM DESIGN PROCEDURE

The primary considerations in the design of a VLA of subarrays

are the performance specifications of detection ability and localiza-

tion ability. Detection ability is measured by the system gain and

is determined by the MCF. Localization ability is determined primari-

ly by the system configuration.

The primary system requirements related to the gain are the num-

ber and density of beacL.ns required for coverage of a desired area,

given the system configuration and the acoustic parameters for the

ocean area of interest. Fig. 6.2 gives the value of the MCF required

to achieve certain values of VLA gain, GV, as a function of the num-

ber of subarrays. N...v from (2.63). W.hen the required value of y. has

been determined, the area of coverage with one beacon, AB, can be

found from the contour of constant cohererce using the results of Chap-

ter 5. It was shown that the directions of extrema of scanning ability

are approximately parallel and perpendicular to the VLA baseline. By

computing these coherence distances, S and y respectively, for thex
outermost pair of receivers, the area A can be approximated as a

B

rectangle,

AB  SxS (6.1)
y

Within this area the gain will exceed the minimum required value since

the outermost pair of receivers has the lowest coherence. Assume that

each beacon in the area of interest has approximately the same coher-

ence contour with the same area AB. Then tle required spacing between

%

77 ''
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beacons is S in the direction parallel to the VLA baseline, and S

in the perpendicular direction. For a desired total area of coverage,

-AT, the required number of beacons is

AT
AT (6.2)

NB AIB

Another design consideration is the required refocusing time for

each beacon. In Section 3.1 the scanning time was limited to T << To

where T 0 is a characteristic time of the large scale environmental

fluctuations, which is on the order of days. In addition there was

shown to be no dependence on scan time due to internal waves and

tides. For internal waves, the scan time determines the minimum dis- 4

tan-e for which the channels are independent; thus, for scan distances

larger than this, there is no dependence on T. Since internal tides

were shown to have a negligible effect ov coherence, their dependence

on scan time can be ignored. The limiting factor on scanning time

therefore is the characteristic time T

Assume that an upper limit, TS, is placed on scan time so that

<< A value of TS = 12 hr may be reasonable, but due to the A,,

limited knowledge of large scale fluctuations it should be determined

by experiment. If a beacon has a lifetime TB, and if TB > TS, thenB

each subarray must refo us on the beacon at intervals of TS. However,

if T < TS it will be necessary to replace each beacon at intervals of

T * This is an important consideration for system design implemcnta- 5A

tion and requires further study.

':A
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The localization ability of the VLA is determined primarily by

the subarray beamwidths and the range to the source. If each subarray

has alength Ls,-then the beamwidth is

Ae. (6.3)
S Es

When the separation between subarrays is large the area of intersection

of the beams at a range R is then approximately

2Us  (s)

(6.4)
= 2  R 4-I

The desired resolution determines limits on the relationships between

frequency, range, and subarray length. The number of resolution cells

per beacon is

AB
NR (6.5)

E R a5 :Zs<

A requirement for feasibility is that aS < < AB so that N is large.

The resolution cell of the VLA focus can be determined from (2.55)

and (2.57) as

CF = AP1AsB

X (6.6)

L)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L
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where L is the VLA length. If the subarray beamwidths are small
V

enough it may be possible to have. only the main focus of the VLA

within a., with all ambiguities outside. The increase in resolution

would be

oS  RLs

R~s2  (6.7)2= -
0 3

For R - vand 1~ 100 Ls aJIC, 10 4 Indicating that this is a

subject well worth further study.

As a simple design example consider the VLA configuration shown

in Fig. 6.3. There are Nv = 7 linear subarrays distributed along a

baseline of LV 150 km. Each subarray has NS = 40 sensors spaced one

half wavelength apart at f 50 11z (X 30 m), so the subarray length

is LS = 585 m. If the noise is incoherent between individual sensors

in a subarray, then the subarray gain is CS  16 dB from (2.62).

It is desired to form a VLA which will increase the system gain

by a minimum of Gv = 6 dB at f = 50 Hz. The desired area of coverage

i T A 75000 km centered about an initial beacon range of R 250 km

as shcwn in Fig. 6.4. From Fig. 6.2 the required value of the M.CF is

found to be yS 0.5.

Assume that the multipath parameters are K 16 and c = 20. To

determine the scan distances S and Sy, the outer pair of receivers

is used for the computation since they wilI have the lowest coherence.

B Eased on calculations using random array theory.

:! ,--
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Fig. 6.2 Required value of MOF for specified V-LA gain.
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Fig. 6.3 VLA configuration for .design example.
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This insures that -the gain will be greater than 6 d-B throughout the scan

area, A,. At and near the beacon the gain will be l0log17 = 8.5 dB.

Thus the average gain within the y 0.5 contour is in excess of 7 dB

and the maximum gain is 8.5 dB. Using the. MCF computation procedure

of Section 5.3.2, it is found that S = 165 km and S = 50 km, giving
x y
2

a total coverage area of AB = 8250 km with a beacon at RO. Assuming*1'
that the area of coverage for each beacon is the same, the total number

of beacons required is NB = 9, from (6.2). The beacon configuration and

coverage areas are illustrated in Fig. 6.5.

The subarray beamwidth is found to be AOS = .051 rad. At

R - 250 km the resolution cell from (6.4) therefore is cS 164 km21" and the number of resolution cells per beacon is 1R =  50, from (6.5).
From (6.6) the resolution size of the VLA focus is found to be

400 m2  The beacon coverage area and resolution cell, a'"is'illus A

trated in Fi''g. 6.6.

In summary, this VA will increase system gain by more than 6 dB,

2covering an area of 75000 km with 9 beacons spaced by 50 km in the per-

pendicular direction and 165 km in the parallel direction. The size of
t h e o u i n c l s 1 4 k m 2  if- * '

the resolution cell is 164 kmfor a total-of 50 resolution cells per

beacon and 450 resolution cells over the entire coverage area.

6.3 CONS IDERATIONS IN SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This work has been primarily concerned with the most Important VLA

system design consideration, that of signal coherence between widely

spaced receivers. The derived inultipalh coherence function provides the

* "' " -- , -, ." l
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Fig. 6.4 -VLA coverage area for design example.
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Fig. 6.5 Beacon con'iguration and covcrage areas for design .
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beacon spacings required to maintain a desired coherence and VLA gain.

There are other considerations for a complete system design implementa-

tion which will determine system feasibility. A detailed discussion of

these factors is oeyond the scope of this work. However, this section

enumerates the most important of them, with practical suggestions as a

basis for further study.

Beacon placement

For a practical VLA system design the method of placement of bea-

cons is an important consideration. Permanent beacon installations

would be expensive with a lack of flexibility in location and a high

probability of discovery. However, temporary beacons with a limited

lifetime would avoid these problems. The controlling factors 5.n deter-

mining the feasibility of temporary beacon installations would be the

method of pl.cement and the beacon lifetime, TB. Since the use of

temporary beacono implies a beacon replacement if the desired scan time

about a beacon, TS , is greater than its lifetime, TB, the method of

beacon placetent should be expedient. One method that warrants consider-

ation is dropping beacons from an aircraft. The technology in this

area is well deveiop-I anl the method offers the obvious advantages of

flexibility in beaccn location, accuL._'v of location by navigational

methods, and ease of itmiediate beacon replacement.

Another possibility is the use of beacons of opportunity such as

surface shipping [1]. The advantages are availability at no expense.

and concealm~ent. There will be difficulties in phase measurement due to

spatial variations, and a lack of reliability and flexibility in location.

W.
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However, due to the abundance of shipping traffic in areas where bca-

con placement would be difficult or impossible, it should be explored

as a possibility.

Beacon waveforms

The most important requirement for a beacon waveform is that it

enables accurate measurement of the channel impulse response in the

presence of noise. The waveforms of all beacons must be known at all

receiver sites and they must be distinguishable. In addition, the bea-

con signals should be undetectable to all others.

Measurements of the impulse response of underwater channels and

acoustic phase detection have been investigated theoretically [2],

[3], [I] and experimentally [51 - [101. It appears that pseudo-

aoise (PN) sequences [i] satisfy the requirements stated above and

should be cosidered in a superarray systr:m design.

Some of the characteristics which the PN code should possess will

be dictated by the channel characteristics. The time length of the

code must be greater than the time spread of the channel to insure

unambiguous measurement of the multipath arrivals. The sequences must

be distinguishable between beacons, thus a different code should be

used for each beacon. Each pair of sequences should have good cross-

correlation properties so that only the desired beacon waveform is de-

tected. Another consideration is the time required for each receiver

to synchronize with the beacon PN sequence.

4i
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Source localization

The VLA localization accuracy is primarily determined by the

accuracy of location of the beacons and subarrays, and by the number

of ambiguous VLA focal areas within the area of intersection of the

subarray beams. If there are VLA ambiguities within aS, then aS is

the mininum resolution cell. The linear dimension of CS is typically

on the order of tens of kilometers. The beacon locations and the loca-

tions and orientations of the subarrays will be known to at least

navigational accuracy, whose error is much less than this value.

Therefore, it can be assutmed that there is little effect on the local-

ization accuracy determined by the resolution cell aS.

It was shown in the previous section that if there are no VLA

ambiguities within aFS, then the size of the resolution cell will be

decreased to V , which is on the order of H However, the location

of a V is highly sensitive to the location accuracy of the system coM-

ponents. Even if the subarray and beacon locations could be known

within fractions of a wavelength, the location of aV would still be in

error due to the randomness of the medium. However, due to the poten-

tial increase by orders of magnitude in localization ability, this sub-

ject should receive further study.

Source motion

An application of a VLA system to the detection of moving sources

presents additional complications. In Section 2.4 it was shown that

travel time fluctuations must vary s]o'ly compared to signal duration

time,, so that the channel transfer functions will be time Invariant.

MV~
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However, this may not be valid for a moving source, because the spatial.

fluctuations due to multipath interference will vary with time. The

seriousness of this effect will depend upon integration time and source

velocity. A related problem is the ability to track the source by main-

taining the VLA focus on its changing location. The source motion also

causes a complicated Doppler effect due to a different frequency shift

in each ray. However, this effect ca be minimized by properly shifting

the center frequency of the receiver filters.

Post-detection focusing and tracking

After initial detection of a signal source with tLe VLA, it may be

possible to further increase the signal to noise ratio by enhancir ,  e

partially coherent VU. focus. Each subarray would measure the rel-._ve

signal phase or coherence of the signal waveforms. Using this informa-

tion a refocused, high resolution spot is placed on the source by self-

cohering or adaptive beamforming techniques. The focus is then scanned

in the vicinity of the source for the purpose of tracking.

Geographic fluctuations

In Chapter 3 geographic fluctuations such as currents and eddies

were discussed. The theoretical dLvelopmcnts I.n this work were limited

to those which are not geographic in nature. However, due to the

prevalence of geographic anomalies, they must be considered in a VLA

system design.

Due to the variability and unpredictability of some of these fluc-

tuations it Is difficult to determine their effect on coherence. The

r, 1W
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best approach would be to evaluate the effect of geographic fluctua-

tions by experiment in the ocean area of interest for a VLA system.

The geographic areas of prevalence of some of these fluctuations might

be considered in the geographic location of a VLA.

Determination of actual phase for VLA scain

The development of the MCF in Chapter 4 theoretically predicted

the average phase shift required for each subarray in order to scan

the VLA with partial coherence. However, this result depends on an

accurate knowledge of the multipath structure which may not be available.

It is important to know the correct average phase for each individual

situation. If the average phase shift is inaccurate then another ran-

dom variabl, is introdticed which will further degrade coherence.

This suggests the desirability of experimentally measuring phase

as a function of scan distance. This measurement will show a phase

trend [12] iiith fluctuations about the trend due to the variations con-

sidered in this work. This procedure of surveying the scan area is ;

performed only once, and the phase trend measured is then used as the

average phase shift for future VLA scanning. The true phase will vary

causing a degradation of coherence, but the trend should remain constant.

Coherent noise sources

In Section 2.3 noise was limited to random broadband ambient noise

which is incoherent between VLA subarrays. However there Is a possi-

bility of discrete shipping interference which may be coherent between

subarrays. Experimental [13] and theoretical [14) results can be used

21J"
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to predict this shipping density for the North Atlantic. A method of

near field adaptive nulling of coherent noise with a VLA of subarrays

was developed in [14) based upon the concept of null steering [15].

Practical implementation of this technique would involve an initial

localization of interfering shipping by airborne radar detection or

other means, and a null tracking system in each subarray so that individ-

ual nulls in the subarray patterns can follow the shipping traffic.

The near field pattern of the VLA can then be visualized as having

"holes" which follow the ships as they move throughout the area.

Subarray location

Some additional system flexibility can be acquired if the subarrays

can be placed in arbitrary locations. A possible VLA system might con-

sist of several floating random arrays 116] which could be deployed by

an aircraft in any desired locations . Combined with the use of air

dropped beacons, the VLA system would then have the advantage of com-

plete mobility. The disadvantage would be a further degradation of sys-

tem gain due to the larger spacings between sensors in a random float-

ing array.

6.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented an application of the MCF to the design

of a VLA of widely separated subarrays. The general system design

*This iJeca wa suggested by Profe.;or F. baber, Moore School of Electrical

Engineering, University of J'nnsylvania. 4
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approach was outlined. A procedure was then developed for determining

beacon spacings required for a given VLA configuration to maintain a

specified gain over a desired coverage area. VLA refocusing times were

shown to be dependent on the large scale oceanographic fluctuations.
Localization ability was discussed in terms of the subarray beamwidths

and the size of the focal area of the VLA.

A design example was presented for some realistic system para-

meters. This example showed that coherent combination of 7 subarrays

could increase system gain by an average of more than 7 dB over an area

2of 75000 km with the use of only 9 beacons.

Finally, some important considerations in system implementation

were discussed, and proposals were made fer practical solutions.

Specifically mentioned were the possibilities of beacon placement by

aircraft, and PN sequences for beacon wav.forms. The idea of floating

subarrays also deployed from an aircraft was discussed as a method of

making an entire VLA mobile.
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CHAPTER 7

SIMhIARY AND RECOMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

7.1 SUNMARY OF RESULTS

In order to view the results of this work in the proper per-

spective, it is helpful to review the line of reasoning that led to

their development. The motivation for this work was the idea of

coherently combining widely spaced subarrays in a random multipath

underwater medium. The purpose of forming this very large array is

to increase the potential signal to noise ratio and the localization

ability. The enhancement of detection ability is measured by the

array gain, defined in terms of the signal coherences between all

pairs of subarrays. The foremost problem, then, was to develop a

solution for this coherence in terms of the environmental and acoustic

characteristics of the ocean.

This led to the development of a new measure of coherence, called

the multipath coherence function, defined in terms of ensemble averages

of the random transfer functions of the multipath channels. Since the

receivers are widely spaced the channels are stochastically indepen-

dent. This important simplification demonstrated the existence of

coherence without correlation between channels; it also enabled the

MCF to be factored into separate auto-coherences, making the final solu-

tion mathematically feasible. Another important simplificntion was the
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envelope approximation for the auto-coherence, which factored the

effects of random fluctuations from those of frequency selective multi-

path interference. The MCF was then formulated as a function of source

range and scanning distance, for general oceanographic fluctuations.

It then remained to specify the stochastic parameters of the MCF

for real oceanographic fluctuations. This required original analyses

of the effects of spatial variations due to multipath interference, and

of internal tides, on coherence. The stochastic parameters of internal J
wave fluctuations were obtained from the literature. A comparison of

0 these effects then showed that spatial variations were predominant in

scanning, while internal tides were a negligible influence.

The remaining step was to apply these results to the initial objec-

tive of predicting VLA performance in terms of signal to noise gain for

given system configurations. The system desig;n approach was to use

self-cohering teThniques whereby the VLA initially focuses on a known

beacon source in the near field, and then scans in the vicinity of the

beacon in search of an unknown signal. Thus the quantities of interest

were the number and spacing of beacons required to maintain a specified

gain while scanning the VLA between beacons. A design example for some

realistic parameters then showed the existence of significant coherence

over large ocean areas. The conclusion is that a VLA design might be

possible and practical.

In summary, there are three i:rim ary results from this research.

The first is a general solution for signal coherence in uncorrelated

multipath channels. The second is a specific application of this

MR,
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multipath coherence function to the design of a VLA composed of wide-

ly spaced subarrays. Finally, numerical results showed that such a

VLA design is feasible for certain system configurations and multipath

characteristics.

7.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The following sections outline the important conclusions to be made

from the results of this work, and an explanation of its limitations.

The points considered are limited to the areas of the three primary

results of this work stated in Section 7.1. Further information and de-

tail can be cbtained from the summaries at the end of relevant chapters.

7.2.1 CONCLI'SIONS

The most important conclusion to be made from the development of theI4

__H-- (M is that it demonstrates the existence of coherence without correla-

tion between random channels. The MCF demonstrates the importance of

the size of fluctuations compared to their correlation. The existence

of partial coherence implies a non-zero mean signal field for fluctua-

tions which are small enough. It was also sho,,m that the MCF is indepen-

dent of the signal source and depends only on the properties of the

medium.

The importance of frequency domain processing is readily observed

by comparing tha coherence function with the normalized cross-correlation

function. A broad band signal waveform in a multipath medium may have

only one or two discrete frequencies at which coherence 1s high. The

-7I7
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ss-correlaion function, however, considers the entire signal wave-

form and will have a much smaller value than the maximum value of the

coherence function.

The relevance of the MCF is in its relation to array gain. The

magnitude of the MCF gives the signal power gain achieved by combining

the outputs of a pair of receivers. Its phase is the average phase

I difference between the received signals which is required to combine

them with partial coherence.

• rThe mathematical solution for coherence led to a convenient

factorization into fiine auto-coherence terms. The stochastic indepen-

dence of the receiver channels permits an auto-coherence to be com-

puted for each channel independent of the others resulting in a large

computational savings. The envelope approximation further factored

the effects Pf random fluctuations from those of frequency selective

multipath interference. This allows the prediction of maximum coherent

frequencies independent of the actual multipath ray configuration. The

extension of the MCF to VLA scanning led to a further factorization of

the MCF into an auto-coherence due to the effects of spatial variations

in the multipath interference. The advantages of these factorizations

are computational simplicity and the ability to compare various effects

on coherence readily.

,-;The MCF formulation is a simple, concise mathervatical expression,

and does not depend oa present knowledge of occanographic fluctuations,

The solution is adaptable to future devclopments in the causes of these

fluctuations.

4 .
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The complete value of the MCF is determined by multiplying the

eight auto-coherence factors for a given channel, system geometry, and

acoustic frequency. It has been shown that, for a constant value of

, and for a coherent frequency (y M = 
1 ), the MCF increases as the num-

ber of rays, K, increases. However, if an increase in the number of ray

arrivals causes a corresponding increase in the ray spread, a, the coher-

ence may decrease. This fact is an important consideration in the

choice of receiver location. For example, it may be wise to place the

receivers at depths where there is a large number of ray arrivals with-

in a small angular spread, rather than to choose a location having only

one ray with the hope of avoiding spatial variations due to multipath

interference entirely.

The identification of the auto-coherence with specific oceanographic

fluctuations allowed the relative effect of each type of fluctuation te

be determined. For each receiver there is an auto-coherence due to

internal waves in the beacon channel, y an auto-coherence due to

internal waves and spatial multipath interference in the scan channel,

j.,; and an auto-coherence due to frequency selective multipath inter-

ference, yM" There is also the effect of internal tides on the coherence

between receivers, y

The factor y depends upon the typical angle at which rays cross

the sound channe: axis and has a higher value for steeper rays. It

decreases with the source ran-e, R, and with the acoustic frequency, f.

?., contains the effect of internal uaves in the scan channel plus

the effect of spatial variations due to VuLtipath interference in
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scanning. The effect of spatial variations depends upon the change

in source range, x, in scanning away from the beacon. Thus, the effect

is most severe when scanning in a direction perpendicular to the base-

line of a VLA. The parameter which affects the spatial variations is

" the angular ryspread at the receiver, 0, and it was found that coher-ray

ence decreases as C increases. For a given value of a the coherence

j decreases in scanning as a function of Ix1/'A.

The effect.on coherence due to frequency selective multipath

interference, yfH, was found to depend on the nominal time configura-

tions of the .ultipath arrivals for each receiver channel. The coher-

ence YM is specified primarily in terms of coherent frequencies, i.e.,
frequencies at which the rays interfere constructively, and the coherent

bandwidths centered on these frequencies. For a simplified equal time

spacing formulation of the ray arrivals, it was found that coherent

frequencies occur at harmonics. The fundamental coherent frequency in-

creases as the number of rays, K, increases, and as the ti"Me spread,

TS, decreases. The coherence bandwidths are inversely proportional to

It was found that internal tides had a negligible effect on coher- - -

once in scanning compared to the effect of spatial multipath interfer-

once. Consequently YT has a value of unity for all scan distances of

practical hi'terest. However, the coherence due to frequency selective

multipath interference is also a consideration, since the spacing between

coherent frequencies increases as K increao:es. All of these factors

should be taken into account for an opt..:..um system design.
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The argument of the MCF is the average phase dIfference between

signals necessary to combine them with partial coherence. The only

contribution to this phase is due to the spatial multipath interference.

It was found that the phase has an expected linear variation, k0x, and

a contribution due to the ray spread, c. It was found that the devia-

tion.of the average phase from the linear trend is less than ir/4 radians.

The actual design of a superarray system requires the use of bea-

cons with known locations and known waveforms for the purpose of

initially focusing the VLA due to the unknowm state of the medium.

Scanning the VLA is performed by first scanning the subarray beams to

the desired location and then applying the required phase shifts to the

subarray outputs. These phase shifts are nominal or average values

which are either predicted from a ray tracing program or experimentally

measured. The MCF then predicts the defo(using of the VLA due to the

fluctuations about the average phase. The localization accuracy of the

VLA is determined primarily by the area of intersection of the subarray

beams because of ambiguities in the VLA pattern.

The MCF predicts the contours of constant coherence giving the

area of coverage with one beacon for a desired atrray gain. This deter-

mines the number of beacons and their geoetric configuration for a re-

quired total area of coverage.

Numerical results for a specific multipath configuration and a VLA

of 7 subarrays predicted an average gain in excess of 6 dB over an area

of 75000 km' with the use of only 9 beacons.
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7.2.2 LIMITATIONS

1 The restrictions of the foregoing theory are few, and are simply

stated. There are some limitations, however, which may be important

considerations in a VLA system design, and are itemized below.

G eometrical optics - the theory of fluctuations has been limited

Sto the geometrical optics regime (small fluctuations), with

associatcd limits on frequency and range. However, since the

fluctuations are uncorrelated, the MCP depends only on their size.

Consequently, coherence would be very small for fluctuations larger

than those of the geometrical optics region, so it is unnecessary

to consider the other regions of fluctuations.

• Small scala size of fluctuations - the limitation to fluctuations

of small correlation distance and time (internal waves) places re--

strictions on scan distance and scan time. But since coherence

is low for larger scan distances due to the fluctuations considered

here, there is no need to consider larger scale size fluctuations.

Non-geographic fluctuations - the theory here does not consider

geographic anomalies such as currents and eddies. These fluctua-

tions should be seriously considered in a VITA system design, either

by measuring their effect for the area of interest, or by avoiding

them entirely in locating the VLA.

Source motion - a restriction imposed early in this work was that

signal duration time be much less t:han the characteristic time of

all fluctuations. Source motion implies the existence of spatial

v.. lations of multi,,ath interference in the signal duration time.

AAF
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There is therefore a requirement that the source motion is minimal. J
for the time that it takes the signal processor to compute the

power spectral densities. The effect of Doppler can be accounted

for by simply shifting the center frequency of the signal processor

filter. This subject requires further study.

* Horizontal scanning - although no restriction was placed on receiver

location due L'o the use of a beacon for initial cophasing, scanning

was limited to a horizontal plane at the beacon depth. It is

assumed that there are no great variations in depth for typical

signal sources. The vertical coherence distance therefore can be

presumed to be large enough to detect all sources of interest with

beacons at only one or two depths.

* Accuracy of beacon and receiver locations - the VLA localization

ability is determined by the area of intersection of the subarray

beams, which may be on the order of tens of square kilometers.

Since receiver and beacon locations will be known within areas much

less than this, there will be essentially no effect on localization

ability of the VLA.

Incoherent noise - if the noise is incoherent between receivers

there will be no effect on VLA gain due to ambiguities in the re-

ceiving pattern. Coherent noise sources, such as shipping traffic,

will cause a d-crease in gain if located at one of the ambiguous

focal points of the VLA. The procedure of ncar field adaptive

nulling di,,cussed in Chapter 6 may avoid this problem.
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Isotropic multipath field - it was assumed that the number of

rays, the nominal travel times, a-nd the angles of arrival, are

invariant throughout the scan area for each beacon. The source

ranges and scan areas for which this condition is fulfilled must

be predicted from a ray tracing program. This is a further consid-

eration in beacon and receiver location.

7.3 RECONMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Section 6.3 has discussed other considerations in a VLA system design

implementation, and Section 7.2.2 has stated limitations of the theory

and its applications. The topics mentioned warrant further study and are

summarized here i.h further recomendat ons concerning experimental d

verification of results.

1 - An experimental test of the theory of the MCF using beacons.

2 - An experimental test of application to a VrLA system design.

3- A study of beacon waveforms such as PN sequences.

4 Evaluat.on of methods of beacon placement such as beacons of

opportunity and air-dropped beacons.

5 - An cxperimental test of source localization ability.

6- A study of the effects of source motion. j ,

7 - A study of the effects of geographic fluctuations such as

curtents and eddies.

8 - Evaluate the effects of coherent noise sources.

9 - A study of post-detection focusing and tracking.

;~K.
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10 -Consideration of methods of subarray location such as the

use of floating randotu arrays.

11 -Study of the use of sources of opportunity instead of

beacons.



APPENDIX

THE ENVELOPE APPROXIMATION

It is desired to approximate the envelope of the function

2J

Kc2(w) I1o(W) 112
y ()2(A.1)

1+[K111 0(w -lc (W)

In the above equation Illo(W) 12 is the square of the normalized multi-

path transfer function exhibiting frequency selective fading. It is

shown in Section 5.2.4 that coherent frequencies located at the primary

maxima of the pattern have typical spacings on the order of 1 1Hz, and

that tha nulls ad acnt to each coherent f requency . -sepea .%,e Ivy

fractions of 1 Hz. Between coherent frequencies there are a number of

secondary maxima which have generally the same spacings between their
2

adjacent nulls. The function c-(w) is the squared characteristic func-

tion of random fluctuations and is a monotonically decreasing function

of frequency. The typical characteristic functions considered, that of

internal waves in (5.3) and of spatial variations in (5.6), vary slow-

ly compared to Ill(W , and can be congidered constant between any two

nulls.

At the nulls of I110()2, y2()= 0 when c2 (w) < 1, so the local

maxima of y2(W) also occur between the nulls. Consider a prinary maxi-

mun of IO(,)I locatc-d at w w so i10(W)I2 1. Then in the region -1

between the adjacent nulls
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Kc2 ( o) IH° (W) 12

2 0_. (A. 2)
(W) 0 ~ 2 132(k)l+[KII O0(W) I2-1 c2 (W0)

Since y2(w) increases monotonically with II0 (W)12 when c2 (W0) < 1,

its maximum value in the region between the nulls about WO is

2Kc2 (WJ0

maxy 2 (w) = " (A.3)

l+(K-l)c (W0)

02

This is true for each primary maximum, so the envelope of y2 
(w) for all

2 2 Kc2 (0 (A.4)

l+(K-l)c2 (W)

2
Since the primary maxima and zeroes of y (M) coincide with those of

2 2
I 0(w)I 2 , the approximation to y () is now written as

2( 2 2 2 (A.5)

where

y1( ) (= II ()1 2  (A.6)

The fractional error in this approximation is

2_2
Y YA (A.7)
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Equation (A.1) can be rewritten as

[2A2~ 2. (A.8)

Then

M) 22 (A.9)

At the primary maxima, 2 =1, so there is no error. These are the

regions of main interest since they are the locations of coherent

frequencies. The error in the approximation is greater at secondary

2 1maxima. For example, consider a secondary maximum where yb1 ~
2 1 Then =2 1 2 =1

Assume that y. The .yA but -y . =7 -, so E 2M%. The
- 2

fractional error continues to increase as Ydecreases.

It should be noted that the envelope appr:oximation is not valid

2when there are no random fluctuations, i.e., when c Mw 1 for all w,

since, from (A.1), y (w) =1 for all w.
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